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Dr. Kermit Gordon U
Program Director
Economic Development and Administration
The Ford Foundation
477 Madison Avenue
New York 22,. N. Y.

Dear Dr. Gordon:

This is a second report 4 work due under the Fcrd Foundation

grant of May 31, 1957, to the M.I.T. School of Industrial Management for

developing the field of industrial dynamics. The previous report was

dated December 15, 1958.

We are nearing the end of what I consider the first phase of

our program, and in the near future will be concentrating on work of a

rather different character than has occupied our attention thus far.

The first phase has dealt with fundamentals of methodology, the formu-

lation of dynamic models o n ttrial situations, the development of

basic teaching materials, and #the establishment of some introductory

courses in industrial dynamics. To nmare this first phase, I am

nearing completion of a first book on the dynamics of industrial and

economic systems.

The second phase, which lies immediately ahead, will deal

with more advanced and complex industrial situations, with the #ynamics

of economic systems, with the policies and organizational forms that

can improve the growth and stability characteristics of industrial

activity, and with the application of industrial dynamics to actual

problems of industry.

A. Firs Phase

1. Educational Program.

In addition to the first-term graduate course reported last

time, a second graduate term has been added to the industrial dynamics
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series. This makes available to our graduate students a full academic

year, meeting for three class hours per week on the dynamics of industrial

systems. The subject matter covered is indicated by the a can anying

Tmemoranda and reprints. In addition, the5jdo class projects

in the formulation of models of industrial systems and the simulation of

these models using the IBM 704 computer.

In the fall of 1959, industrial dynamics was offered for the

first time as an elective in our undergraduate program. About twenty

seniors took the subject. The material was essentially similar to that

taught in the first graduate term, and qualified the students to register

for the second-term graduate subject.

Industrial dynamics has been continued in the program of the

Sloan Fellows for seven weeks at the beginning of the fall term. This'

has given the Sloan Fellows enough background so that several of them

have been able to embark upon very interesting thesis studies in this

area. An appendix to this report contains abstracts of a number of

these master's degree theses done by the Sloans.

There are now six men on the staff of the industrial dynamics

group who are working toward their doctorate degrees and who will be

doing doctorate theses in this area.

We have continued in 1959 and 1960 to offer a two-weeks'

special summer session in industrial dynamics for men from industrial

companies, government agencies, and other academic institutions. This

is part of the regular M.I.T. special summer session program. The

announcement of the 1960 session and the outline of the course are included

in an appendix. As given this year, the subject is similar to, but an

improvement upon, that which was reported te=pu in December, 1958.

2. Methodology.

Methods have been developed which seem capable of dealing
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expeditiously with the flows of information, money, men, orders, capital

equipment, and materials in industrial operations. Memorandum D-46 in

the accompanying collection discusses this approach and some of the other

memoranda illustrate its usage.

A very important part of our program has been the development

of the DYNAMO II compiler. This is a system for the automatic programming

of dynamic industrial models for operation on the IBM 704 computer. This

makes it possibly to go automatically) and in a few minutes ofpcomputer time

from the initial equations describing an industrial situation to the final

plotted results of what the policies represented by the equations imply

for system behavior. This makes continuous changes and improvement of

models possible. It also places the dynamic model involving as many as

a few hundred variables within the reach of a student doing even a master's

degree thesis. Minor improvements in the DYNAMO compiler will continue, but

it is considered satisfactory for the present without further major

revision. IBM is now replacing the 704 computer at M.I.T. with a 709,

and the DYNAMO system has been modified to correspond.

Research has begun reedntly in some of the complex and subtle

ramifications in the use of noise and uncertainty in dynamic models.

This has not yet progressed far enough for reporting.

3. Formulation of Industrial Situations.

Much of the actual model construction thus far has been devoted to

the formulation of typical industrial situations. Some of these have been

done as staff research and others as theses. They have been aimed at

shcwing the extent to which the commonly accepted organizational forms and

managerial policies can lead to many of the difficulties which we observe

in the management of industrial enterprises. This work has identified
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many of the kinds of problems which arise from the interactions within

complex systems. The work during this first phase has not gone far in

determining how the performance of industrial systems can be improved,

except that it has been frequently demonstrated that major changes and

improvements are possible.

4. Book.

The first phase of our program is being organized into a first

volume on industrial dynamics, which IAhave new near completion. It will

be published by the M.I.T. Technology Press and the John Wiley Company.

I hope to have this ready for the publisher in the fall of 1960, and it

should become available in the summer of 1961. The accompanying collec-

tion of memoranda contain first drafts of some of this material. AL is

being extensively revised and extended as it is being converted to book

form.

B. 2ond Phase.

During the next year, we will be the activities in

the first phase, and will be re-directing our activities to the second phase

of our program. The second phase will include the following:

1. Formulation of Models of gore )ifficult fndustrial ituations.

The work thus far has dealt largely with the steady-state

dynamic fluctuation of manufacturing, distribution, and inventory systems.

There has been only a little treatment of corporate growth and other

transient phenomena. We are now beginning to work into areas of growth,

the acquisition and tratning of personnel, market dynamics, pricing, and

c ompetition.

2. Economic systems.

As reported previously, we have been carrying on an exploratory

program in the dynamics of economic systems in which we plan to treat non-

linear systems of several hundred variables and larger. Progress has been
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to the subjects
slow because most of our staff have been devoting their attentionk listed

under phase One, above. We now have an expanding number of doctorate

students who are interestdin the dynamics of econamic systems, and expect

that this work will accelerate.

3. Application of Industrial Dynamics to Problems of Industry.

Most of our work thus far has been in the develmentof

methodology and the exploration of typical industrial ' 4 The

time is now at hand to give increased attention to the application of

these methods in actuajadiu rial situations. This calls for the

tailoring of models to the particular problems of a specific company or

industry. It also means the design of system improvements. The work

thus far has shown how present policies and present organizational forms

can lead to many of the presently observed difficulties. The next step

is to show what changes in policy and organization can lead to more

desirable industrial system behavior. This has been started in a modest

way in connection with the research study sponsored by the Sprague Electric

Company. A second company project, sponsored by the Digital Equipment

Corporation of Maynard, Massachusetts, will deal with the dynamics of

corporate growth. This latter study will interrelate market dynamics,

the acquisition of technical personnel, financing and tax policies, capital

equipment acquisition, and sales effort to show how these interact to affect

growth in sales and profits.

We hope to make similar arrangements with one or two other organi-

zations to round out the diversity of real-life problems to which we are

applying the methods thus far developed.

C. Staff of the Project.

The total number of staff has not sheaged appranish6y since the
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report a year and a half ago, although there has been considerable change

and substitution. At the present time our greatest strength lies in the

group of men who are full time members of our staff and at the same time

are working toward the completion of their doctorate #egrees and doctorate

theses. MM We now have six such men on our industrial dynamies

staff who have had prior training in the dynamics of information feedback

systems and who are intemaely interested in the extension of these ideas#

into the industrial and economic areas.
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Massachusetts Institute of Technology Office of the Summer Session

Special Summer Program 15.21s

NDUSTRIAL DYNAMICS

June 14 through June 24, 1960

ROSTER OF REGISTRANTS

Mr. Berend M. Beins
Shell Development Company
Emeryville, California

Mr. Louis W. Brummer
The Chgmstrand Corporation
350 5th Avenue
New York 1, New York

Mr. Edward J. Carstens
Industrial Engineering Division
Kodak Park Works
Eastman Kodak BOlvsonL
Rochester 4, New York

Mr. William C. Chester
Chicopee Manufacturine Cornoration
501 George Street
New Brunswick, New Jersey

Dr. James L. Fisher
Z- Shell Development Cqmpany

Emeryville 8, California

Mr. John J. Flynn
Pratt & Whitney Aircraft
400 Main Street
East Hartford 8, Connecticut

Dr. Bernard Goldberg
Shell Development Company
3737 Bellaire Boulevard
Houston 25, Texas

*Mr. Hans S. Gruenberg
National Biscuit Company
P. 0. Box 29,
New York 17, New York

Dr. Charles H. Harry

Department of Navy
Bureau of Naval Weapons
Washington 25, D. C.

Mr. JameseW. Hart
Westinghouse Electric Corporation
3 Gateway Center
Pittsburgh 30, Pennsylvania

Mr. Sanford M. Isaacs
r Bureau gorrign

-- Franklin Street
Boston, Massachusetts

Mr. Arthur F. Martin
Hercules Powder Company
900 Market
Wilmington 99, Delaware

Mr. Ravi N. Mayor
Watkins Mayor & Comn
JuiTUrCityINDIA

Mr. Howard W. Megee
General Motors Corporation
12-165 General Motors Building
Detroit 2, Michigan

M oger A. ser
Ethy ration
P. 0. 41
B Rouge, ouisiana

Mr. Arthur F. Pond
Monsanto Chemical Company
Plastics -Uvision
Texas City, Texas

Mr. Max H. Post
,Texas Instruments, Inc.
Exchange Bank Building
Post Office Box 7045
Dallas 9, Texas

Mr. J. Cecil Rowe
,General Electric Company
Marketing Research #479
Nela Park
Cleveland 12, Ohio



INDUSTRIAL DYNAMICS (cont'd.)

Mr. ohn S. z
Radio orp ation of America
Industr Electronic Products
Build g -7
C en 2, N Jersey

Mr. Hugh W. Schwarz
Minute Maid Corporation
1200 West Colonial Drive
Orlando, Florida

Dr. Leonard V. Sloma
Roy C. Ingersoll Research Center
Borg*Warner Corporation
Wolf and Algonquin Roads
Des Plaines, Illinois

Mr. n. Solomon
Sylvania Data Systems Operation
183 8t St t - Department 313
Nee am, Mass usetts

Page 2

WA'~. A-

Mr. Richard W. Van Duyne
West Virginia Pulp and Paper Company
230 Park Avenue

1Z New York 17, New York

*Accompanied by wife

.W.-
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D-48, "Management and Management Science," Jay W. Forrester, June 1, 1959.
"Industrial Dynamics, A Major Breakthrough for Decision Makers," Harvardr; us iss EggXgg, Jay W. Forrester, Vol. 36, July-August, 1958.
-46, "Models of Dynamic Behavior of Industrial and Economic Systems--ASection of Industrial Dynamics Class Notes," Jay W. Forrester, August 1, 1959.

D-41, "Standard Symbols for Industrial Dynamics Flow Diagrams,"Jay W. Forrester, May 15, 1959.

D-34, "Equations for Production-Distribution System--A Section of IndustrialDynamics Class Notes," Jay W. Forrester, March 10, 1959.
D-42, "Additional Information on the Illustrations in the July 1958&MIZEAEWi neag M 

Bi~g Article--A Section of Industrial Dynamics Class
Notes," Jay W. Forrester, October 27, 1959.

u- "Advertising: A Problem in Industrial Dynamics," &a=Oad sines ReviJay W. Forrester, Vol. 37, March-April, 1959.

D-49, "Equations for Advertising in the Production-Distribution System inthe July 1956 a Bsiness i Article," Jay W. Forrester, August 19, 1959.

D-51, "Description of the Model of Production, Scheduling and Customer Delayas Used in the 1959 Summer Session," David J. Howard, August.24, 1959.

-62, "An Industrial Dynamics Study of an Electronic Components Manufacturer,"wilard R. Fey, January 4, 1960.

D-47, "DYNAM) I, an IBa 704 Program for Generating Dynamic Models,"
p. Fox, July 24, 1959.

D-53, "Procedure for Constructing and Submitting a Model to be Run by DYNMQ '
David J. Howard, January 11, 1960 (D-35 revised).

D-60-4, "DYNAMO IA: Addendum to Industrial Dynamics Memo D-47," G. Duren,
P. Fox, A. Pugh, May 31, 1960.
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Annual Report to Ford Foundation
Industrial Dynamics Research

School of Industrial Management
Massachusetts Institute of Technology

December 15, 1958
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THE FORD FOUNDATION
477 MADISON AVENUE

NEW YORK 22, N.Y.
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THE FORD FOUNDATION
477 MADISON AVENUE

NEW YORK 22, N. Y.

TERMS OF GRANT

Grantee Date:

Amount:

Period: Agegspg

1. Expenditure of Grant Funds: The grant is for the purposes stated In the attached Letter
of Grant Notifioation, and is subject to modification only with the Foundation's approval.

2. Reversion of grant Funds: The grantee will return to the Foundation any funds:

(a) Not expended in accordance with the conditions of the grant and within the period
stated;

(b) If the grantee loses or is denied its exemption from Federal income taxation under
Section 501(c)(3), formerly 101(6), of the Internal Revenue Code.

3. Reports to the Foundation: The grantee will furnish the Secretary ot the Foundation
with a written report upon the completion of the project or program for which the grant
has been made. Where the period of the grant exceeds one year, the grantee will furnish
interim reports, as requested by the Foundation. These reports will contain such informa-
tion as may be necessary for the Foundation to determine that its grant is being used for the
purposes intended and for the Foundation to fulfill its own public reporting responsibilities.

4. Public Reports: The Foundation will announce this grant in a general press release, which
will appear about two weeks after the next quarterly meeting of its Trustees. However,
your public relations department is free to make an initial announcement any time at your
convenience after receipt of this letter, and without prior clearance by us. The Foundation's
Office of Reports would like to receive copies of the release and photographs, film scripts,
or any published material about the grant or the work it has made possible.

5. Commitment: This grant is made with the understanding that the Foundation has no obliga-
tion to provide other or additional support for the grantee, unless otherwise stated in the
accompanying Letter of Grant Notification.

FF-027 - A
(Revised 3/1/57)
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SCHOOL OF INDUSTRIAL MANAGEMENT

FSTABLISHED UNDER A GRANT FROM 50 MEMORIAL DRIVE

THE ALFRED P. SLOAN FOUNDATION, INC.CABIG39MSAHUET
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From In This Issue

Jay W. Forrester

One of the most exasperating
problems of a top executive is to
explain satisfactorily to himself
or to others exactly why things
happen as they do. For example,
why do small changes in re-
tail sales sometimes lead to such
large swings in factory produc-
tion? Why isn't the new high-
speed data-processing equipment
helping to improve management
decisions more? When a factory
manager is able at all times to
produce more goods than are be-
ing sold to consumers, why does
he ever find himself unable to fill
orders?

The trouble, according to Jay
W. Forrester, is that businessmen
have too often viewed manage-
ment functions as separate activi-
ties and not as part of a unified
system. Drawing on research in
data processing, information-feed-
back systems, and military deci-
sion making, Mr. Forrester pro-
ceeds to outline a way of fit-
ting together the many manage-

ment functions into a meaningful
whole. The appropriate title of
his article is Industrial Dynamics:
A Major Breakthrough for Deci-
sion Makers.

The author is Professor of In-
dustrial Management in the Mas-
sachusetts Institute of Technol-
ogy School of Industrial Manage-
ment. He was formerly the head
of the Digital Computer Division
at the M.I.T. Lincoln Laboratory.
In that capacity he guided the
technical design of the Air Force
SAGE system for continental air
defense. A pioneer in the devel-
opment of servomechanisms, he
also worked out the method of
"random access magnetic storage"
which is now the standard "mem-
ory" device for reliable, high-
speed digital computers. A mem-
ber of many professional associa-
tions and the author of a number
of basic technical papers, Mr. For-
rester was recently made a Fellow
of the Institute of Radio Engi-
neers, the highest form of profes-
sional recognition I.R.E. gives.

- The Editors
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INDUSTRIAL DYNAMICS
a major breakthrough for decision makers

By Jay W. Forrester

Management is on the verge of a major break-
through in understanding how industrial com-
pany success depends on the interaction between
the flows of information, materials, money, man-
power, and capital equipment. The way these
five flow systems interlock to amplify one an-
other and to cause change and fluctuation will
form a basis for anticipating the effects of deci-
sions, policies, organizational forms, and invest-
ment choices.

My aim in this article is to look ahead at the
specific kinds of progress which will be achieved
and at the concepts which will make this prog-
ress possible. While I shall suggest certain ways
of thinking about management that should be
helpful to executives today in working on inven-
tory control, production scheduling, advertising,
sales, and other problems, my primary concern
here is not with techniques and prescriptions.
Rather, I am interested in the development of
a professional approach to management.

Business leaders, like leaders in other areas,
are influenced by an "image of the future."
Their ideas about where they are going may be

AUTHOR'S NOTE: The studies on which this article is
based were made possible through the support of the
Sloan Research Fund of the School of Industrial Manage-

clear or vague, but in any event they have a
subtle and far-reaching impact on administra-
tive thinking and decisions. A look at some
promising new concepts of management should,
I believe, convince even the skeptical executive
that his job is developing into much more than
an art, that conceptual skill will play an increas-
ingly vital role in company success, and that
management is fast becoming second to none as
an exciting, dynamic, and intellectually demand-
ing profession.

Toward a Theory

To develop the status of a profession, man-
agement must discover the underlying principles
which unify its separate aspects. It must de-
velop a basic theory of behavior. It must learn
how to convert experiences and particular case
examples into a contribution to this general the-
ory. And, finally, it must be able to employ the
basic principles of the theory as a useful prac-
tical guide for explaining and solving new prob-
lems as they arise. By accomplishing these aims,
management will become a true profession dur-
ing the next generation.

ment at Massachusetts Institute of Technology, the Ford
Foundation, and the use of the IBM 704 computer at the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology Computation Center.
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The task of management is to interrelate
the flows of information, materials, manpower,
money, and capital equipment so as to achieve
a higher standard of living, stability of employ-
ment, profit to the owners, and rewards appro-
priate to the success of the managers. Looked
at in this way, its goals are rooted as deeply in
the public interest as the broad objectives of the
legal, medical, and engineering professions.

In the past, with management considered
more of an art than a profession, education and
practice have been highly fragmentized. Manu-
facturing, finance, distribution, organization, ad-
vertising, and research have too often been
viewed as separate skills and not as part of a
unified system. Too often management educa-
tion consists of gathering current industrial
practice and presenting it to the student as a
sequence of unrelated subjects. Similarly, in
his work in industry the manager specializes
within departments where his experience per-
petuates the atmosphere of unrelated compart-
mentalization.

The next big step in management education
will be the development of a basis for fitting
together the many management functions into
a meaningful whole. Around this central core
specialized subjects and experience will take on
more significance. Men can be developed more
rapidly. They will be able to start from a point
now accessible only through long training or
fortuitous experience.

Such strides will far exceed in importance re-
cent steps in using computing machines to ex-
ecute clerical tasks or in applying operations
research methods to isolated company problems.
For we can expect to gain, during the next 25
years, a far better understanding of the dynamic,
ever-changing forces which shape the destiny of
a company. This understanding will lead to
better usage of available information, to im-
proved understanding of advertising effective-
ness and the dynamic behavior of the consumer
market, and to company policies that keep pace
with technological change.

Beyond these achievements, there will be im-
provements in company organization resulting
from a sounder basis for effective decentrali-
zation, from altering the relationships between
line and staff tasks in the company, from the
more effective utilization of scientific manpower,
and from reducing the routine duties and en-
hancing the creativity of managers. And execu-
tives will gain in "clairvoyance." For example,

they will be able to anticipate clearly (as I shall
illustrate later in the article):

* How small changes in retail sales can lead to
large swings in factory production.

* How reducing clerical delays may fail to im-
prove management decisions significantly.

* How a factory manager may find himself un-
able to fill orders although at all times able
to produce more goods than are being sold to
consumers.

* How an advertising policy can have a magni-
fying effect on production variations.

Tools of Progress

The new management concepts will rest in
part on recent advances in the data-processing
industry, in part on military research (which has
given us an improved understanding of decision
making and experience in analyzing and simu-
lating the characteristics of complex systems),
and largely on 20 years of research in informa-
tion-feedback systems.

Electronic Data Processing

The performance of electronic computers has
increased annually by a factor of nearly io per
year over the last decade; in almost every year
we have seen a tenfold increase in speed, mem-
ory capacity, or reliability. This represents a
technological change greater than that effected
in going from chemical to atomic explosives.
Society cannot absorb so big a change in a mere
ten years. We therefore have a tremendous
untapped backlog of potential devices and ap-
plications.

Viewing data processing in another way, we
can trace the shifting frontiers of the field by
dividing progress into five-year periods:

C From 1945 to 1950 was the period of elec-
tronic research and the demonstration that ma-
chines having many thousand vacuum tubes would
indeed operate.

c From 1950 to 1955 was the pioneering period
in applying computers to the solution of scientific
and engineering problems.

E During the present period, 1955 to i960,
electronic machines are being substituted for cler-
ical effort in commercial organizations.

E From 1960 to 1965 we can expect to see the
application of digital computers to physical proc-
ess control. Already there are digital machine tool
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controls and the SAGE air defense system; we can
look forward to dramatic improvements in proc-
esses, to reduction of capital investment require-
ments in the oil and chemical industries, and to
civilian air traffic control systems, all based upon
new kinds of information utilization for control
purposes.

( From 1965 to 1970 we should see all these
developments converging into pioneering improve-
ments in the central management process. The
routine, repetitive types of decisions will become
more formalized, while management creativeness
will be directed to how decisions and policies should
be made rather than to the actual repetitive mak-
ing of such decisions.

During the 1965-1970 period of widespread
company testing of new management methods,
electronic data processing will be an essential
tool. Let me emphasize, however, that it is no
more the focal point of the future management
profession than a slide rule is the essence of
engineering.

Decision Making

Historically, military necessity has often led
not only to new devices like aircraft and digital
computers but also to new organizational forms
and to a new -understanding of social forces.
These developments have then been adapted to
civilian usage.

Such new exploration is now happening in
the military command (or management) func-
tion. As the pace of warfare has quickened,
there has of necessity been a shift of emphasis
from the tactical decision (moment-by-moment
direction of the battle) to strategic planning
(preparing for possible eventualities, establish-
ing policy, and determining in advance how
tactical decisions will be made). The battle com-
mander can no longer plot the course of his
enemy on a chart and personally calculate the
aiming point. In fact, with a ballistic missile
he would have no time even to select his defen-
sive weapon.

Likewise in business: as the pace of techno-
logical change quickens, corporate management,
even at the lower levels, must focus more and
more on the strategic problems of running the
business and less and less on the everyday oper-
ating problems.

In the systems development for the military,
it has been amply demonstrated that carefully
selected formal rules can lead to tactical deci-
sions that excel those made by human judgment

Industrial Dynamics 39
under the pressure of time and with insufficient
experience and practice. Furthermore, it has
been found that men are just as adaptable to the
more abstract strategic planning as they. are
to tactical decision making, once their outlook
has been lifted to the broader and longer-range
picture.

Simulation
Also from military research we have avail-

able the methods of simulation for determining
the behavior of complex systems. These tech-
niques have reached the state of development
where they can now be usefully applied to in-
dustrial organizations. Simulation is being used
in the design of air defense systems and in engi-
neering work. For example:

In planning the development of a river basin,
numbers in a digital computer represent water vol-
umes, flow rates, electric demand, and rainfall.
A few seconds of computer time can solve a whole
day of systems operation. Dams can be located
and designed for an optimum compromise between
power generation, irrigation, navigation, and flood
control.

In business, simulation means setting up in
a digital computer the conditions which describe
company operations. On the basis of the de-
scriptions and assumptions about the company,
the computer then generates the resulting charts
of information concerning finance, manpower,
product movement, and so on. Different man-
agement policies and market assumptions can
be tested to determine their effect on company
success.

To use simulation studies will not require
undue mathematical ability. To be sure, details
of setting up a model will need to be handled
by experts because there are special skills re-
quired and pitfalls to be avoided. However, the
job of directing the situations to be explored,
judging the assumptions, and interpreting the
results will be within the ability of the type of
men we now see in management schools and
executive development programs.

Feedback Control

Systems of information feedback control are
fundamental to all life and human endeavor,
from the slow pace, of biological evolution to
the launching of the latest satellite. A feedback
control system exists whenever the environment
causes a decision which in turn affects the orig-
inal environment. To illustrate:
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* A thermostat receives temperature information,
decides to start the furnace, and changes the
temperature.

A person senses that he may fall, corrects his
balance, and thereby is able to stand erect.

*In business, orders and inventory levels lead
to manufacturing decisions which fill orders
and correct inventories.

* A profitable industry attracts competitors un-
til, to use the economist's terms, the profit
margin is reduced to equilibrium with other
economic forces.

* The competitive need for a new product leads
to research and development expenditure that
produces technological change.

All of these are information feedback control
loops. The regenerative process is continuous,
and new results lead to new decisions which
keep the system in continuous motion.

The study of feedback systems deals with the
way information is used for the purpose of con-
trol. It helps us to understand how the amount
of corrective action and the time delays in inter-
connected systems can lead to unstable fluctu-
ation. Driving an automobile provides a good
example:

The information and control loop extends from
steering wheel, to auto, to street, to eye, to hand,
and back to steering wheel. Suppose the driver
were blindfolded and drove only by instructions
from his front-seat companion. The resulting in-
formation delay and distortion would cause erratic
driving. If the blindfolded driver could get in-
structions only on where he had been from a com-
panion who could see only through the rear win-
dow, his driving would be even more erratic.

Yet this is analogous to the situation in busi-
ness. Top executives do not see the salesmen call-
ing on customers, do not see the prospective buyers
watching a TV commercial. They do not attend
the board meetings of competitors. They do not
have a clear view of the road ahead. The only
thing they can tell with reasonable certainty (and
even here there is sometimes doubt) is what hap-
pened to wages, sales, material costs, interest rates,
and so on last year.

Smoother Operations

The quality of management control depends
upon what information executives use and for
what they use it, as well as on their skills
as administrators. As a system the company
has certain characteristics which are completely
independent of individual functions or depart-

ments, just as an electronic computer has cer-
tain characteristics as a system of parts. For in-
stance, there is what the engineer might call
"amplification," caused by inventory accumula-
tion, filling of supply pipelines, and inept extra-
polation of trends. There are delays in deci-
sions, shipping, communications, and account-
ing. These all combine to cause production-
fluctuations, construction of excess plant capac-
ity, creation of company-generated rather than
customer-generated seasonal sales, and detrimen-
tal advertising policies.

Without an awareness of basic information-
flow principles, it is only through costly errors
that managers can develop an effective intuitive
judgment. For example:

In a company manufacturing consumer dur-
ables, it was discovered, after all data became avail-
able, that in a certain year retail sales had varied
by 30% . In the same year the inventory and or-
dering practices in the distribution system and
at the factory caused this small retail variation to
be amplified to a four-to-one, or 400%, varia-
tion in factory production. The estimated avoidable
costs of increasing and decreasing production and
of carrying excess inventory were equal to the nor-
mal anticipated profit margin! (We shall see later
how this could happen.)

Feedback theory explains how decisions, de-
lays, and predictions can produce either good
control or dramatically unstable operation. It re-
lates sales promotion to production swings, pur-
chasing and pricing policies to inventory fluctu-
ations, and typical life cycles of products to the
need for research.

Production & Distribution

How do the concepts and approaches I have
been discussing apply to specific business prob-
lems? Or, to be more precise, how do the de-
lays, amplifications, and oscillations in the cir-
cuital flow of information in a company affect
its operations?

Now, in order to illustrate, I must compro-
mise one of the main ideas I have specified;
namely, that the system (meaning not the paper-
work forms and procedures, but the interrela-
tionships between all the company operations)
behaves according to the characteristics of the
whole and not according to the characteristics
of individual parts. For the sake of brevity, I
shall have to limit myself to the production and
distribution functions, forgetting research, engi-
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neering, sales, and, until a later point in the
article, promotional effort. In a sense this is a
subsystem, with its own complex of interrela-
tionships that can be studied as such, but it is
not the whole. Even within this production-
distribution subsystem, I shall have space to in-
clude only the flows of information and mate-
rials. Omitted altogether are considerations of
money, manpower, and capital equipment.

If I can make the principles of the new ap-
proach clear, however, it should not be difficult
for the reader to extend his own picture to in-
clude the areas that I must omit.

Needed Information

To begin the study of our example, we need
to know three kinds of information about the
system: its organizational structure, the delays
in decisions and actions, and the policies gov-
erning purchases and inventories.

1. Organizational Structure. EXHIBIT I shows
a typical organizational structure for the produc-
tion and distribution functions in a hard goods
industry like household appliances. If we examine
the basic internal behavior of the system when cus-
tomer orders are independently specified, we will
see that, even with very simple retail sales changes
and with no other external disturbances affecting
the company, typical manufacturing and distribu-
tion practices can generate the types of business
disturbances which are often blamed on conditions
outside the company. For random, meaningless
sales fluctuations can be converted into annual,
seasonal production cycles. Advertising and price
discount policies of an industry can create two-
and three-year sales cycles. Factory capacity, even
though always exceeding retail sales, can seem to
fall short of meeting demand with the result that
production capacity is overexpanded.

Examining EXHIBIT i more closely, we see that
the bottom box represents the retail level. Next

EXHIBIT I. ORGANIZATION OF PRODUCTION-DISTRI-

BUTION SYSTEM

YAR EDISTRIS

ORDERS FROM CUSTOMERS DELVERY FG SOOS
SAssumed Rat) TO CUSTOMERS
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above are the distributors, and at the left the fac-
tory and factory warehouse. The dotted lines show
the information flow, here consisting of orders for
goods flowing upward. The solid lines show the
shipment of goods flowing downward.

2. Delays in Decisions and Actions. To be able
to determine some of the dynamic characteristics
of this system we must also know the delays in the
flow of information and goods. The time delays
are shown on the diagram in weeks'and are reason-
able values for a consumer durable product line.

Delivery of goods to the consumer averages a
week after the customer places an order. At the
retail level, the accounting and purchasing delays
average three weeks between the time of a sale and
the time when that sale is reflected in an order
sent out to obtain a replacement. Mailing delay
for the order is half a week. The distributor takes
a week to process the order, and shipment of goods
to the retailer takes another week. Similar delays
exist between the distributor and the factory ware-
house. The factory lead time averages six weeks
between a decision to change production rate and
the time that factory output reaches the new level.
Note that three levels of invento
distributor, and retailer.

3. Policy on Purchasing Oraers ana Invento
ries. To complete the initial description of our ex
ample, we need to know the policies followed ir
placing orders and maintaining inventory at eaci
distribution level. Let us consider three principa
types of orders: (a) orders which directly reflec
sales, (b) orders to adjust inventories with change
in business volume, and (c) orders to fill thr
supply lines with in-process orders and shipments
Let us suppose further that orders are treated in
the following ways:

* After a sales analysis and purchasing delay
(three, two, and one weeks for the three levels),
orders to the next higher level of the system in-
clude the actual sales made by the ordering level.

* After a time for averaging out sales fluctu-
ations (eight weeks), a gradual upward or down-
ward adjustment is made in inventories as the
rate of sales increases or decreases.

* The orders in process (orders in the mail,
unfilled orders at the supplier, and goods in
transit) are proportional to the level of business
activity and to the length of time required to
fill an order. Both an increased sales volume
and an increased delivery lead time necessarily
result in increased total orders in the supply
pipeline.

The ordering
sumption about
that amount to

rate will also depend on some pre-
future sales. Prediction methods
extending forward (extrapolating)
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the present sales trend will in general produce a
more unstable and fluctuating system. For our ex-
ample, however, we will use the conservative prac-
tice of basing the ordering rate on the assumption
that sales are most likely to continue at their pres-
ent level.

Simulation Methods
Before we can determine how our system will

function over a period of time, all of the above
rather general descriptions of the system must
be expressed in explicit quantitative form. Illus-
trations of these relationships are shown in Ex-
HIBIT II.

The next step is to determine how the system
as a whole behaves. To do so, we might use
some pattern of consumer purchases as an input
and observe the resulting inventory and produc-
tion changes. A very good test would be to see
what happens after a small sudden change in
retail sales. The effect on the company system

can be obtained by "simulation" methods -
simulation being the technique of obtaining re-
sults from a model. For the industrial system,
simulation consists of tracing through, step by
step, the actual flow of orders, goods, and in-
formation, and observing the series of new de-
cisions required. For example:

Our production-distribution system might be sim-
ulated by a group of men around a table, one
to represent retailers, another the postal service,
another transportation, another the factory, and so
on. Five minutes might represent a week, and in
each time interval the proper purchase orders and
deliveries would be made according to the rules
illustrated in EXHIBIT II. Alternatively, the whole
exercise can be done by one person in tabular form
on paper. Better still, the entire sequence can be
programed on a digital computer.

Digital computer simulation was used to ob-
tain the results in EXHIBIT III. A sudden Io%

EXHIBIT II. FORMAL QUANTITATIVE STATEMENTS OF THE RELATIONSHIPS IN EXHIBIT I

To determine the behavior of a system by simulating
the performance of its parts requires that one describe
exactly, and in detail, the characteristics which are to be
included. The validity of the outcome of the system
studies depends on the judgment of what is pertinent to
include in the system description. The following examples
show some of the kinds of relationships that are needed
in the study of the production-distribution functions of
EXHIBIT 1:

(1) The inventory level at retail at the end of any time
period is the inventory at the beginning of the period, plus
goods received, minus goods delivered during the period.
The relationship can be expressed as:

Ir, =Ir,j + AtRa,jk - AtSr,Jk

which says that the inventory at retail, 1, at time k is
equal to the inventory one time period earlier at time j,
plus the goods received in the time interval (the length
of the time interval, At, multiplied by the rate at which
goods are received from the distributor, Rd, over the time
interval j to k) minus the goods delivered (At multiplied
by the rate of sales to customers, Sr, in the interval j to k).

At must be a solution time interval that is short com-
pared with any significant time delays which are to be
represented in the system. (At is here 1/20 of a week,
since third-order exponential delays as short as half a
week - the mailing delays - are used in the system
description.)

(2) Similarly, unfilled orders equal previous unfilled
orders plus new orders minus shipments; that is:

Ur,k = UJ + AtNr,jk - AtSrJk
where Ur represents unfilled orders at the retail level; Nr
is the rate of receipt of new orders; and Sr is the rate of
delivery of goods.

(3) Shipments by the retailers are dependent on various
factors, here assumed to be the normal order-processing
delay, d.,, the level of unfilled orders, Ur, and the physical
ability to fill orders based on a ratio of actual inventory
level, Ir, to a desirable level of inventory, Dr. Expressed
mathematically:

U,k 1 rk
Sr~kl =

dur,4/ Dr,k

This is to represent the aggregate of many retailers each
selling a multiplicity of catalogue items in the product line.

(4) We need to know the rate at which the retail level
purchases from the distributor level. This reflects (a) the
rate of customer purchases from retail plus (b) the rate
necessary to adjust the retail inventories plus (c) the ad-
justing of orders in process in the pipeline between retail-
ers and distributors. The mathematical statement is:

Prk = P'.,Jk + [(Dr,k + dprArk) - (Ir,k + Gr,k)]
dir

This says that the purchasing rate by retailers, Pr, in
the next time interval, kl, is equal to the purchasing rate
by customers, P., in the previous time interval, jk, as it is
thought to be after data-processing delays (provided by
another equation), plus an allowance for inventory and
pipeline adjustments which are made gradually over the
length of time, dir.

The "desired ownership," consisting of the desired in-
ventory, Dr, plus the orders which need to be in process
to sustain the current business level (obtained by multiply-
ing the total delay, dpr, a variable time, in filling orders
by the average rate of recent sales, Ark), is:

(Dr.k+ dpr Ar,k)

The "actual ownership," represented by the present
inventory, Ir, plus the actual orders in process, Gr, is:

Irk + Gr,k
Some 4o relationships of the above type serve to relate

orders, shipments, purchases, mailing delays, shipping de-
lays, factory lead time, and so forth. It is not the purpose
of this article to do more than illustrate the nature of the
relationships which are required. Much study of any par-
ticular industrial system would be necessary to determine
the relationships that meaningfully portray its behavior.
Line executives must set the stage for such a study, and
specify assumptions to be used and results to be sought,
but the detailed work is for the experts.
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EXHIBIT III. RESPONSE OF PRODUCTION-DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM TO A SUDDEN 10

INCREASE IN RETAIL SALES

F1

RETAILERS' ORDERS FROM CUSTOMERS

DISTRIBUTORS' ORDERS FROM RETAILERS

FACTORY WAREHOUSE ORDERS FROM DISTRIBUTORS
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increase in retail sales was introduced in Janu-
ary. The resulting fluctuations are shown in
order rates, factory output, factory warehouse
inventory, and unfilled orders. (Retail orders
are here given as an input which is independent
of what happens in the production-distribution
system itself. Retail orders are, of course, not
actually independent since they are affected by
availability of the product and by advertising,
a point to be discussed later.)

Fluctuating Behavior
Because of accounting, purchasing, and mail-

ing delays, the increase in distributors' orders
from retailers lags about a month in reaching
the io% level. It is important to note, however,
that the rise does not stop at io%. Instead it
reaches a peak of I6% in March because of the
new orders that have been added at the retail
level (a) to increase inventories somewhat and
(b) to raise the level of orders and goods in
transit in the supply pipeline by io% to cor-
respond to the i o% increase in sales rate. These
inventory and pipeline increments occur as "tran-
sient" or "nonrepeating" additions to the order
rate and, when they have been satisfied, the re-

tailers' orders to the distributors drop back to
the enduring io% increase.

The factory warehouse orders from distribu-
tors show an even greater swing. The upturn
in orders at the factory warehouse lags the up-
turn at the distributor level. The incoming
order level for distributors is above retail sales
for four months, reaching a 16% increase in
March, which is readily mistaken for a corre-
sponding true and enduring increase in busi-
ness volume of the same amount. The distribu-
tors' orders to the factory, therefore, include not
only the I6% increase in orders they themselves
receive but also a corresponding increase for dis-
tributor inventories and for orders and goods
in transit between distributor and factory. As
a result, orders at the factory warehouse reach
in April a peak of 28% above the previous
December.

Let us turn now to manufacturing orders.
They are placed on the basis of the increasing
factory warehouse orders and the falling ware-
house inventory, which drops I3%. As a result,
the factory output, delayed by a factory lead
time of six weeks in this example and then a
week of data-processing delays, reaches a peak in
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June which is 40% above December. While
retail sales are still at io% above December,
the factory increase is four times as great.

Note that all of these effects are reversible,
another very important point. As retailers sat-
isfy their inventory requirements, they decrease
their order rate. The distributors find they have
built up an order rate, an inventory, and a sup-
ply-line rate in excess of needs. They take the
excess out of current orders to the factory so
that in August this order rate is 6% below re-
tail sales and 4% above the previous December.
In September and October factory output drops
to 3% below December and 13% below cur-
rent retail sales.

As a direct result of the typical organizational
form shown in EXHIBIT I and of the customary
inventory and ordering policies described, over
a year is required before all ordering and man-
ufacturing rates stabilize at their proper levels
corresponding to the i0% retail sales increase.
Ironically, this increase was minor compared
to the fluctuations in company operations.

Retail Sales Variations
The problem of unexpected variations in re-

tail sales will now be examined. Imagine first

LI
that our system has operated in the past with
constant sales, and then sales rise and fall grad-
ually over a one-year interval.

EXHIBIT IV shows the way in which an annu-
al retail sales variation is. accentuated as or-
ders travel toward the factory. Retail sales have
been stable at 1,000 per week in the past, and
in January they start rising toward a 10% in-
crease at the end of March. They fall to io%
below "normal" by the end of September and
return to normal by the end of December.

The initial upswing in orders and factory
output is much like that in EXHIBIT III except
that the initial peaks are lower and later. How-
ever, at the time the system would naturally
rebound from its overproduction state, it is
given an additional downward shove by the de-
clining retail sales, which are amplified for the
same reasons as previously discussed. As a com-
bined result, factory orders from distributors
reach a low of 32% below normal in October,
and factory output falls to 52% below normal
in November.

If the following year were shown, we would
see factory production continuing to fluctuate
between peaks and valleys which are about
50% above and below normal, factory inventory

EXHIBIT IV. RESPONSE OF PRODUCTION-DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM TO A Io%
ANNUAL RISE AND FALL IN RETAIL SALES

FACTORY WAREHOUSE ORDERS FROM DISTRIBUTORS
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EXHIBIT V. RANDOM SHORT-RUN UNCERTAINTY IN DISTRIBUTOR PURCHASES

+41%

+31 % FACTORY PRODUCTION OUTPUT

FACTORY WAREHOUSE ORDERS FROM DISTRIBUTORS
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fluctuating from 35% below to 42% above,
distributor inventory from 28% below to 25%
above, and retail inventory from 9.6% below
to 9-3% above. During the same year the total
inventory in the system varies from 21% below
normal to 20% above, which is less than the
sum of the separate distribution level peaks be-
cause the peaks are reached at different times.

Random Fluctuations
Note that the curves of EXHIBITS III and Iv

are smooth and free of the short-term random
fluctuations which are seen in most charts of
actual industrial orders. Uncertainty and ran-
dom behavior can be inserted into systems stud-
ies of this type, as shown in EXHIBIT V. Here
the size of orders placed by distributors has been
made subject to a week-by-week random un-
certainty. Because of the tendency of factory
scheduling to smooth out short-run order fluc-
tuations, and because little amplification exists
between distributor orders and the factory, the
factory output is almost identical to that of
EXHIBIT III.

However, if the random-buying fluctuation
is introduced in consumer purchases, more am-
plification develops. An oscillatory system like
this will respond to the random disturbances by
fluctuating at a speed determined by the char-
acteristics of the system itself, rather than in a
pattern that is easily traceable to the external
disturbance (in this case, a tendency toward
peak-to-peak production fluctuations some seven
to ten months apart).

Even if there is no average change in retail

sales level (as in EXHIBIT III) and no regular
periodic change (as in EXHIBIT Iv), the system
will, if it is naturally oscillatory, convert ran-
dom events into upswings and downswings in
orders and production:

FIGURE B (see insert following page 52) shows
four years of week-by-week consumer purchases
containing random deviations from the average,
but no meaningful changes in sales rate. Also
shown is the resulting factory production output
for the production-distribution system described
earlier in the article.

The system, by virtue of its policies, organiza-
tion, and delays, tends to amplify those retail sales
changes to which the system is sensitive. Retail
sales fluctuate from week to week over a range of
I0% or 15% with one week falling 31%. Fac-
tory output rises and falls over periods of several
months with amplitudes of 20%, 30%, and 40%
away from the average.

Just as waves in a bathtub build up slowly when
disturbed by a small movement of the hand, so it
takes most of the first year to build up serious am-
plitudes in the factory production swings. These
waves then feed on the sales fluctuations. By the
time of the third or fourth year, examination of
the factory production curve could easily lead the
casual observer who lacked the retail sales in-
formation to conclude that a seasonal sales pattern
was present.

I know of company situations in which such
an erroneous conclusion about seasonal sales has
led to the establishment of employment, inven-
tory, and advertising policies which in succeed-
ing years caused a seasonal manufacturing pat-
tern and thereby confirmed the original error.
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The possibility of this happening in any com-
pany should be carefully considered in the de-
sign of management policies to give optimum
stability to operations.

Production Limitation

So far we have considered simple situations
that lack many important realities. Additional
characteristics of a company can be added as
we become ready. In the preceding exhibits we
assumed the factory was able to produce at what-
ever level was desired. In a more realistic situ-
ation, with limited factory capacity, some sur-
prising new effects develop:

FIGURE A (see insert following page 52) shows
the effect of a maximum factory capacity i0%
above the average sales level. As before, the system
is completely stabilized at the start of the first
year; then it is assumed that retail sales rise and
fall x0% during each year.

Retail sales never exceed production capacity.
Yet, because of the inventory and pipeline effects,
distributor orders to the factory do exceed its ca-
pacity. Furthermore, as factory deliveries become
slower, distributors begin to order further in ad-
vance of needs and still more orders are put into
the system. As a result, the factory operates at full
capacity for four and one-half months during the
first year.

Then, inventory demands are filled at a time that
coincides with falling retail sales. In the last half
of the year, falling retail sales and inventory liqui-
dation combine with the reduction of in-process
orders which results from improving delivery. In
September and October we see a combination of

rapidly falling factory orders, a swiftly declining
backlog of unfilled orders, and a suddenly rising
factory inventory. The natural result is to curtail
production from its maximum level to 52% below
normal.

Unlike the first year, we now enter the second
year in a state of imbalance with production cur-
tailed, orders rising, and inventory falling. The
result in the second year is an accentuation of the
first-year performance. Factory orders from dis-
tributors rise to 49% above normal and show a
broadened peak which is sustained by the dis-
tributors' tendency to order ahead when deliveries
become slow. Factory production runs at full
capacity for eight months to meet demand from
the distributors. Unfilled orders at the factory rise
to 337% above normal and represent a backlog
which is six weeks of production higher than nor-
mal. In the meantime factory inventory has been
depleted from the normal four weeks' production
to less than a week.

In spite of low factory inventory and slow deliv-
eries, note that retail inventories deviate only Io%
and that actually there is little likelihood of losing
retail sales.

Note that at point A in the 8 4 th week shipments
equal incoming orders; inventory is constant. This
is therefore the point at which unfilled orders reach
a peak and start down. Again, since the factory
has produced in excess of sales for eight months
and because the long-run average production must
equal retail sales, manufacturing must be sharply
curtailed in the remaining four months. It drops
to a minimum of 54% below normal and produces
at a level below average retail sales for a period of
14 weeks.

In succeeding years the system would act much

:9
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EXHIBIT v. DISTRIBUTOR LEVEL ELIMINATED
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and purchasing time) have been reduced to one-
third their previous values. But the effect is
only slight improvement: the production peaks
are reduced from five times to four times the
retail sales changes. Because clerical delays are
such a small factor in the operation of the sys-
tem as a whole, no amount of speed-up can
radically change over-all performance.

What about changes in ordering procedures?
One possibility would be to place retail orders
directly with the factory. The result is shown
in ExHIBIT VI. When the inventory accumula-
tion, fluctuation of in-process orders, and delays
of one of the three stages are removed, produc-
tion overshoot is 27% instead of the 40% in
EXHIBIT III.

The foregoing raises an interesting question
about industries having more than three distri-
bution levels. For example, in the textile indus-
try, which shows marked instability, there are
often four or five distribution levels from yarn
manufacture to the final consumer.. May not a
good deal of instability be caused by the exist-
ence of so many levels?

Better Sales Data
Another way to improve factory production

stability is to have reliable retail sales informa-
tion on which to base factory production sched-
ules. EXHIBIT VIII assumes that we have "rea-
sonably" reliable retail sales data that are eight
weeks late in becoming available to management.
(This lag allows for time to collect the data and
average out short-run random fluctuations.) By
reliable data we mean here that the retail sales

I

I
I

as it did in the second year, though unfilled orders
at the factory would go to somewhat higher peaks.

We see in FIGURE A an occurrence which
may lead a company to overexpand production
capacity. For 12 months in the second year, in-
ventory was below the desired level; for 9 months
from the first of November until July the order
backlog was rising. Viewed from the circum-
stances at the factory, this condition might eas-
ily lead management to undertake expansion
plans - even though retail sales never exceed
production capacity.

Improving Control

To explain the behavior of an industrial or-
ganization is only the first step. After ade-
quately representing the current operations of
a particular company or industry, the next step
is to determine ways to improve management
control for company success.

Faster Order Handling
To improve industrial stability and to make

the company less vulnerable to external influ-
ences, executives may consider various alterna-
tives.. For instance, they might wish to explore
the effect of reduced clerical and data-processing
delays, which is often suggested as a quick and
easy step toward better management control.
However, companies often find the results dis-
appointing, a point illustrated in EXHIBIT VI.
Here, the clerical delays assumed in EXHIBIT I
(the three, two, and one weeks of sales analysis
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EXHIBIT VIII. EFFECT ON FACTORY SCHEDULES OF USING REASONABLY

RELIABLE SALES DATA

FACTORY WAREHOUSE ORDERS FROM DISTRIBUTORS
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in adjusting inventories and in-process orders
than by any other single characteristic. The
amount of inventory change and its timing are
both important. These points deserve special
emphasis, and should be considered with espe-
cial care by decision-making executives. To illus-
trate what can be accomplished:

In EXHIBIT Ix we take the same production-
distribution system as before but assume that man-
agement has changed the rapidity with which the
inventory corrections are made (but not the total
amount of adjustments made). Management has
specified that an inventory correction should be
based on sales smoothed over the previous eight
weeks (exponential smoothing with eight weeks
time constant) so that in no case can the adjust-
ment follow a sales change more rapidly than the
delay introduced by the smoothing. The question
is what time interval to specify for making inven-
tory correction. When inventories are lower than
desired for the current level of business activity,
how much of the difference or imbalance should
be added to the orders sent to the factory in the
next week?

The factory output curves portray the data man-
agement needs for a decision. Each curve is based
on a different correction rate - a different frac-

WEEKSI 1 51 110 1i 20

information is good enough so that we are will-
ing to give it six times as much weight in sched-
uling production as we do to the actual orders
received at the factory. Here are the results:

The first production peak is 16% above the
start, instead of 35 % as in EXHIBIT IV. Later
peaks are two times the retail sales changes, instead
of five times as in EXHIBIT Iv. The supply pipe-
line and inventory changes at the retailer and dis-
tributor levels are being met more from factory in-
ventory and less from peaks in production, which
necessitates larger swings in factory inventory, in
the unfilled order backlog, or in both.

The need for confidence in the retail sales in-
formation is apparent in October, when the factory
output is being reduced only gradually in spite of
incoming orders being down nearly 40% from
normal, and in spite of a rapidly falling backlog
of orders and a rapidly rising inventory. To achieve
this degree of stabilization of production, one must
be able to let factory inventory fluctuate from 3 5%
below normal to 6o% above.

Inventory Adjustment

The behavior of a simple production-distri-
bution system like that shown in the exhibits is
probably more affected' by the practices followed

435%
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EXHIBIT IX. CHANGING THE TIME TO MAKE INVENTORY AND IN-PROCESS

ORDER CORRECTIONS

(Fractions refer to amount of remaining imbalance corrected in following week)
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tion per week of any inventory discrepancy which
is to be corrected through adjustment of the order-
ing rate to the next higher supply level. (This is
the di, term defined in the fourth point in Ex-
HIBIT ii.) This correction rate varies from the top
curve, in which orders for any imbalance in inven-
tory and in-process orders are fully placed in the
following week, to the lowest curve, in which only
I/ 12 of any remaining imbalance is corrected in
the following week. The lowest curve leads to
about 6o% of an initial imbalance being corrected
in I2 weeks and 85% corrected in 24 weeks.

We see that the production fluctuations for the
I-week correction (the top curve) reach 52%

above, 14% below, and 22% above the initial
value as a result of a sudden I o % rise in retail
sales. There is an interval of 24 weeks between
successive peaks. At the other extreme, the 12-

week correction time (the lowest curve) leads to
peaks of only 25% above, 3% below, and 14%
above the initial value as the production rate ap-
proaches the Io% higher level. The interval be-
tween peaks is longer - 34 weeks. As for the
curve for the 4 -week correction, it is the same as
that used in EXHIBIT III and is the basic system
used in the other exhibits.

. . . . . . . . . .'.3 5 .40 45 . .

We see from EXHIBIT IX that the more grad-
ual inventory correction to business level changes
leads to improved stability. Further, the reduc-
tion of manufacturing fluctuation is achieved
without increasing the inventory extremes.

EXHIBIT X presents, for various correction
times, peak percentage changes in inventory at
each level in the system and the total change for
the sum of all inventories in the system. The
total inventory changes are less than the sum of
the separate levels because the extremes do not
occur at the same time.

Under many forecasting methods, the kind of
gradual adjustment of inventories I have de-
scribed is impossible. The unstabilizing effects
are accentuated by superimposing changes in
sales, in-process orders, and inventories.

Effect of Advertising

To show how we would begin introducing
into our model additional realism which would
be a part of actual company operations, we will
now look at one of the many effects of adver-

EXHIBIT x. EFFECT OF CORRECTION TIME ON INVENTORIES

Adjustment
time Retail Distributor Factory Total

i week - 3.8% to + 5.6% - 10.9% to + 12.9% - 14-3% to + 32-3% - 7.1% to + 13.6%

2 weeks -4.0 to + 5.4 - 11-3 to + 1 3.5 - 13.9 to + 30.2 -7.3 to-i+13.6

4 weeks - 4.3 to + 5.5 - I1.5 to + 12.9 - 12.7 to + 24.6 -7.4 to +1 2.2

12 weeks - 4.8 to+ 5.3 -I1.-3 to+ 8.9 -o10.2 to+13.2 -7.4 to+ 8.2
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tising. Incorporating this aspect illustrates the
step-by-step approach of adding new features to
our analysis. An adequate representation of a
complete company would, of course, be a very
large task. In a single article one can only illus-
trate the possibilities.

Role in System

First we need a schematic diagram of the ad-
vertising and marketing behavior which is to
be considered. EXHIBIT XI is oversimplified but
will serve our present purposes. It includes the
production-distribution organization set forth
in EXHIBIT I and adds (i) an advertising func-
tion and (2) a special segment of the market,
prospective purchasers. We assume that adver-
tising expenditure decisions are based on (a)
sales, particularly as reflected in the factory pro-
duction schedule, and (b) excess inventories.

Now let us look more closely at the relation-
ships shown in EXHIBIT XI:

C A time interval of six weeks is allowed for
analysis of sales conditions, waiting to be sure of
business trends, and the reaching of a decision to
change the advertising expenditure rate.

E Acting on advertising decisions by agencies
and media is assumed to require four weeks.

C Full buyer awareness of the advertising is as-
sumed to develop over a period of eight weeks after
the appearance of a new level of advertising.

41 The rate at which consumers become prospec-
tive buyers is determined by such factors as the
rate of wear-out of their existing household appli-
ances and new housing construction.

c The average time that prospective buyers con-
template purchase and during which they are sub-

EXHIBIT XI. ADVERTISING AND CONSUMER MARKET

FM (,;T0Y WAIMEHOUSE
FA DISTRIBU S

0-

W... . PROSPECTVE PURCHASERS PUBLIC
ADVERTISING EFFECTIVENESS BUOIUP 4 mnhs

U

ject to advertising influence is assumed to be four
months in the presence of an "average" level of
advertising.

41 Each i 0% change in the advertising level is
taken to shorten or lengthen by one week the four-
month period during which the average prospec-
tive buyer considers his purchase.

Obviously, this underrates the impact of ad-
vertising; in reality it would normally affect not
only the timing of purchases but also the size
of the potential market. But even so, as we shall
see, it plays a most important role in the work-
ing of the system.

Aggravated Production Cycle
Now we can compare the effect of different

advertising policies. What are the implications
of gearing the advertising budget to the incom-
ing sales dollar, for example, rather than to a
preconceived plan?

FIGURE C (see insert following page 52)
shows the behavior of the system illustrated in
EXHIBIT XI, when management's policy is to let
advertising be proportional to expected sales,
as represented by scheduled factory production.
To see how the system responds to a market
change, we here let the rate of appearance of
prospective purchasers suddenly increase io%.
This builds up the pool of prospective purchas-
ers, and gradually over 20 weeks the rate of
consumer buying increases. Beginning with the
twelfth week, factory production starts to rise;
because of the factors earlier described, it ex-
ceeds the increase in retail sales.

The decision that leads to increased factory
output also leads to a higher advertising com-
mitment. This influences the pool of prospec-
tive buyers and further increases the retail sales
between the eighteenth and thirty-sixth weeks.
However, this retail sales rate, which rises in
43 weeks to 16% above the start, is 6% above
the new rate of generation of prospective buyers.
After the twenty-third week, when retail sales
surpass the 1o% increase in new prospective
purchasers, the pool of prospective purchasers
starts to decrease. The decreasing pool of pro-
spective purchasers becomes the controlling fac-
tor after 43 weeks, and retail sales start to fall
despite a still rising advertising effectiveness.

We then see falling retail sales and a more
rapidly falling production rate. The consequent
fall in advertising commitments and effective-
ness lets retail sales sink to a still lower level.
Retail sales fall for nearly a full year, from Oc-
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tober of the first year to September of the sec-
ond year. In the meantime, retail sales have
been below average demand since March of the
second year because buyers are reverting to a
slightly longer average wait before purchasing
(since advertising has been cut back).

The pool of prospective buyers starts to rise
in March of the second year; by September it
overpowers the falling advertising effectiveness
and retail sales start to rise again.

Because of the sequence of production swings
that are greater than retail sales swings, adver-
tising that is proportional to production plans,
and a slight advertising influence on how soon
the average prospective buyer makes his pur-
chase, there is created a two-year production
cycle which rises and falls some 30% above and
below the new l o% increase in average demand.
Furthermore, the amplitude of the production
swings is gradually increasing and will do so
until the swings are curbed by manufacturing
limitations, lost sales due to delays in shipments,
and other factors.

This pattern, with nearly two years elapsing
between production peaks, reminds us of recent
occurrences in household appliances and some
other industries. It indicates that advertising is
a possible cause of long cyclic disturbances. It
would be premature to assume that advertising
is the cause, however, until many other factors
(e.g., consumer credit, sales forecasting methods,
price discounting, and growth and saturation
characteristics of the market) are also studied.

Longer-Run Effects
To make our study still more realistic, let us

introduce a few more factors and project the
behavior of the system over a longer period.

FIGURE D (see insert following page 52)
portrays the results obtained from a more elabo-
rate model of the company. It is based on the
same kind of production-distribution-advertising
system as that used in FIGURE C, and on the
added assumptions that:

(1) Consumer purchases follow a random pat-
tern which, while not affecting the long-run aver-
age of sales, does affect week-by-week sales.

(2) Factory production capacity is limited to
40% above the value of the initial sales level.

As in FIGURE C, a sudden, permanent i0%
increase in the rate of appearance of prospec-
tive customers is followed by long, approximate-
ly two-year, fluctuations. Superimposed on this
broad pattern are shorter disturbances which are
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caused by the system's response to random fluc-
tuations in retail sales.

During the third year, production just reaches
the maximum production capacity; not until the
fourth and fifth years does the cyclic behavior
of the industry reach an amplitude where the
capacity limit is strongly evident. Periods of 8
months appear when the industry is producing
at full capacity and much in excess of retail
demand. These periods are likely to lead to
production-capacity expansion, with consequent
heightening of the peaks and deepening of the
recessions in the following periods.

The preceding discussion has shown how de-
ferrability of purchase can join with other in-
fluences (advertising in the above) to produce
fluctuating conditions in an industry. Economic
conditions and price discounts can also interact
with purchase deferrability. For example, the
farm equipment industry sells to a market which
can defer purchases for several years. Sales are
then concentrated, depending not only on years
of farm prosperity but also on the history of
machine usage and the existing inventory in the
hands of the customer.

How can this "roller-coaster" effect be re-
duced? What can flatten out the cycles? Man-
agement policies themselves are an important
influence. As it is, the production and inven-
tory policies in this example are helping to ac-
centuate the detrimental effect from the adver-
tising policy. Yet advertising policy might have
been most effective in smoothing out the peaks
and valleys in FIGURES C and D if the effort
had been consciously planned to stabilize sales.
Another management tool for stabilizing produc-
tion and sales is pricing policy.

Complete Analysis

I have indicated only in a crude way what
can be learned from the study of a company's
system of operations. The examples used have
included simplified flows of information and ma-
terials but not capital equipment, manpower, or
money. In actual practice, management would
want to have all the latter elements included in
the model.

For instance, by adding money flow, includ-
ing the factors determining the cost of carrying
inventory, of changing production levels, and
of losses from special inventory clearance sales,
executives would be able to get direct profit
comparisons between various methods of oper-
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ation. The model could include the restrictions
imposed by available labor supply, maximum
hiring and training rate, overtime, and policies
regarding work-force reduction.

To set up a dynamic model for simulating
company or industry behavior, one must ade-
quately describe the real system which it repre-
sents. Getting the data will often be difficult.
However, the kinds of information needed in-
volve the basic characteristics of the company.
We need factory lead time, inventory policies,
construction time for new plants, union con-
tract provisions, and advertising policy. These
are the same items that one considers and tries
to interrelate in the everyday management of a
business.

In a complete company model more intangible
items must also be specified, such as the likeli-
hood of results from research expenditures, con-
sumer response to advertising, and market be-
havior. Many of these quantities will be un-
known at first; a few can be measured; some
can be closely estimated; others will be guessed
at. Today these factors are combined intuitively,
and sometimes quite effectively, but the systems-
analysis approach should help reduce the margin
of error.

When the exact value of an operating charac-
teristic cannot be established, one can test the
system with a range of possible values. Some-
times the system will be found insensitive to
most differences in value of a factor; in one of
the cases earlier described, for example, a speed-
up in data processing was found to have little
effect on the behavior of the total operation. In
such cases it does not make too much difference
what assuniption management directs the re-
searchers to make about the activity so long as
the quantity or relationship assigned is "in the
right ball park." By contrast, if it is found that
the system is highly sensitive, additional effort
can be put into determining the correct value.
At the very least, the risks of not knowing it
become apparent.

Shape of the Future

Industrial dynamics is in an early stage of
development. At a few isolated places, in both
companies and universities, research is under
way as an outgrowth of military or operations
research projects, but the full impact of the
new approach will not be felt for one or two
decades.

What kinds of advances are in prospect?
When are they likely to be made? Obviously,
any predictions that we make are subject to the
usual "if's" (business conditions, military pres-
sures, and so on), but we can now foresee what
is probable.

Two-Stage Progress

Progress will come in two stages. It is likely
that the next five years will be devoted to ex-
ploratory research, development of basic ana-
lytical techniques, handling of enough specific
industrial situations to demonstrate success, and
establishment of new academic programs for
training future managers.

After this period there will come general rec-
ognition of the advantage enjoyed by the pio-
neering managements who have been the first
to improve their understanding of the interrela-
tionships between separate company functions
and between the company and its markets, its
industry, and the national economy. Competi-
tive pressures will then lead other managements
to seek the same advantage.

In other words, the company will come to be
recognized not as a collection of separate func-
tions but as a system in which the flows of in-
formation, materials, manpower, capital equip-
ment, and money set up forces that determine
the basic tendencies toward growth, fluctuation,
and decline. I want to emphasize the idea of
movement here because it is not just the simple
three-dimensional relationships of functions that
counts, but the constant ebb and flow of change
in these functions - their relationships as dy- L
namic activities. Such a concept is complicated
and not easy to grasp. And, as with any major
social change, a new approach to the manage- Lment process will take time - time to develop
ideas, time to test them, time to train a new
generation of managers, and time for these men
to reach positions of responsibility. L

Many companies are already developing the
background skills that will be needed. Com-
puters that are now being acquired for other LI
purposes can be used as systems simulators.
Operations research departments can expand
into the broader activity of studying manage-
ment systems. Simulation techniques, feedback-
control system theory, and analysis of decision
processes are being developed in the engineer-
ing and research departments of many firms.

It is already clear that some companies will
lead, rather than be overtaken by, these changes.
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FIGURE B. EFFECTS OF RANDOM DEVIATIONS IN RETAIL SALES ON FACTORY PRODUCTION
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FIGURE C. EFFECT OF ADVERTISING WHEN GEARED TO SALES
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FIGURE D. COMPOSITE MODEL WITH ADVERTISING, A FACTORY LINIT 40% ABOVE NORMAL, AND RANDOMIZED RETAIL SALES
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For them, research on the management process
is a part of the long-range planning of company
improvement. But such companies are still the
exception. In case after case we have the anom-
aly of thorough systems studies on products and
almost none on the behavior and future pros-
pects of the company itself. Research on de-
vices is fashionable; research toward better man-
agement has yet to be fully appreciated. At the
same time more companies fail from poor man-
agement than from poor engineering.

Areas for Study
What is the nature of the job to be done in

the immediate future? I believe that business
and educational leaders should concentrate on
six high-priority areas for research:

(1) Money Flow. Models such as those used to
illustrate this article must be extended to include
money flow and costs in addition to information
and materials flow. It will then be possible to see
how the financial position of the company and its
profitability depend on operating decisions.

(2) Consumer Market and Advertising. The
way now seems clear to establish an orderly be-
havioral structure to explain our experiences and
our empirical knowledge of marketing, advertising,
and consumer behavior. We should work toward a
single unified market model to cover the entire life
cycle of a product from the period of launching
through sales and profit growth, profitability de-
cline and sales volume saturation, and finally sales
decline as the product is overtaken by new tech-
nological advances. The growth and decay curves
of different products would, of course, be different;
but large classes of products can probably be repre-
sented by the same model of marketing and tech-
nological relationships. In such a model account
will be taken not only of the action of the com-
pany and its competitors but also of the flow of con-
sumers from possible users to prospective buyers,
owners, repeat buyers (based on life and usage
characteristics of the product), and secondhand
buyers (if any).

(3) Capital Investment. A long-range represen-
tation of company growth must include the moti-
vations and decisions which lead to construction,
use, and discard of capital equipment. It must
include sources of investment funds whether equity,
debt, or retained earnings. Potential productivity
increases from modern capital equipment must be
related to older equipment already in use. The
tendencies during the early growth phase of a prod-
uct to overexpand capital investment must be re-
lated to the product life cycle.

(4) Research and Development. While not so
well understood as other aspects of company op-
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erations, research and development are crucial to
company growth and to a succession of profitable
products. A clear understanding of the relation-
ship of research to profit and capital investment is
necessary for proper representation of long-term
forces on company growth. The very long lead
times, longer than generally supposed, between
research policy decisions and the resulting influ-
ence on company profit must be properly related
to current financial resources, production capacity,
and market development.

(5) Economic Conditions. Although, as the ex-
hibits show, major company crises are often of
internal origin, others are initiated by outside con-
ditions and are amplified internally. Ultimately,
a truly satisfactory explanation and prediction of
company evolution must incorporate the influences
of national and international economics. We now
know much about the separate parts of the econ-
omy, but we should not trust our intuitive esti-
mate of what a development here or a change there
implies for the behavior of the economic system
as a whole.

(6) Case Studies. As the methods earlier de-
scribed are developed, they must be tested in real
situations. This will help us develop the means to
cope with the complexities of actual management
problems; it will also help us to guide research to
the areas of greatest payoff.

The six preceding areas are being incorpo-
rated in the Industrial Dynamics Program at
the Industrial Management School of Massachu-
setts Institute of Technology. The research is
being sponsored by foundation funds and also
through cooperative research arrangements with
interested industrial companies. To provide men
competent to carry forward this work, both in
research and in companies, industrial dynamics
graduate courses and thesis research have al-
ready been inaugurated. Also, direct participa-
tion of men from cooperating companies will pro-
vide nuclei of talent in industry.

The industrial dynamics program at M.I.T.
is aimed at four goals:

(1) To develop in the manager a better intui-
tive feel for the time-varying behavior of indus-
trial and economic systems. The study of particu-
lar situations, as in the exhibits in this article,
improves one's judgment about the factors influ-
encing company success. The results are benefi-
cial even before one feels that he has reached an ac-
curate quantitative formulation of company behav-
ior that will have reliable predictive value.

(2) To provide a background showing how the
major aspects of a company are related to one an-
other, so that the developing manager can derive
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the greatest benefit from his work experience. His
operating experience should be more meaningful if
he has a better understanding of how his immedi-
ate environment is related to the other company
functions.

(3) To help predict the future course of an
existing organization. Very often present decisions
determine future company welfare five years or
more ahead. We have seen in the exhibits how
underlying, unchanging characteristics of a com-
pany can cause erratic manifestations in operations.
We can hope, eventually, for better ability to see
where present company practices will lead.

(4) To improve the future prospects of a com-
pany. Beyond prediction lies the ability to redesign
an organization and its policies so that it stands a
better chance of success. We have seen in the ex-
hibits a preview of how one might explore and
evaluate proposed changes in the company.

Effect on Manager

What do these new developments mean to
the manager? How will they affect his position
in the company?

Just as automation requires new skills at the
worker level, so will improved methods require
new abilities at the management level. The ex-
ecutive of the future will be concerned not so
much with actual operating decisions as with
the basis for wise operating decisions. He will
be concerned not so much with day-to-day crises
as with the establishment of policies and plans
that minimize emergencies.

He will be able to do these jobs with a con-
siderable amount of sophistication and skill. He
will have a basis for understanding the impli-
cations of market trends and the probable be-
havior of consumer demand. He will recognize
the ebb and flow of forces which interact to
generate fluctuating economic conditions. He
will be able to relate the changing factors in

research, investment, and marketing to the life
cycle of a product. He will be able to relate
different financing methods with their relative
advantages and risks to the uncertainties of mar-
ket and economic conditions. He will know
how to devise organizational forms that are ef-
ficient and encourage the creativity of people.

We can expect changes in various manage-
ment responsibilities. There will be a merging
of many line-and-staff functions. Today, the
kind of systems studies discussed in this article
would be the province of staff specialists. Yet
the results will determine the future success
of the company; the conclusions will be only as
valid as the assumptions on which the studies
are based, the answers no more pertinent than
the questions asked. Therefore, systems plan-
ning must, in time, be the tool of the responsible
manager. It is by nature a thoughtful process
of weighing the past and present, not to reach
the immediate decision of the moment but to de-
rive guiding principles for the future.

All of this will lead to a more decisive sepa-
ration of policy making from operations, with
the dividing line much lower in the organi-
zation than at present. New ways to predict
the interaction between company functions will
speed up the movement toward decentralized
management. In the past power has been con-
centrated at the top in order to improve over-all
integration and control. With increased under-
standing of the company operation, we can ex-
pect that improved definition of objectives and
more pertinent standards for the measurement
of managerial success will permit managers at
the lower levels to take on more operating
responsibility. Senior executives will then be
free to give more attention to product innova-
tion, economic conditions, and the organizational
changes that will enhance man's creativity.

cl The above article by Mr. Forrester is included with
i i other articles in our new Statistical Decision Series
of reprints. The complete set of I 2 reprints - covering
game theory, learning curves, inventory control, mar-
keting costs, quality control, operations research, mathe-
matical programing, and so on - can be obtained for

$4 from Reprint Department, HARVARD BUSINEsS RE-

VIEW, Soldiers Field, Boston 63, Massachusetts.
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1. Introduction to Course (1 period)
Forrester, "Industrial Dynamics," Harvard gaginggg eyg,,
July-August 1958 (reprint)

2. Introduction to Simulation and Formulation (2 weeks)
A. Class amulation--no specific rules

B, Individual simulation

(1) with own rules

(2) with agreed upon rules, mathmatcally stated

5. Study of Existing Models (4 weeks)

A. Accounting relations- Forrooter, "Formuatin..J~odes..."
I.D. Memo D-16

B, Delays--Pugh, 1-th Order Delays," IT.D. Mmo .D-7
C. Ordering--'iModel 9 Equations," I.D. ditto
D. Prediction- -c*Holt, "Forecasting Requirements from the Business

Standpoint,," Carnegie Institute of Technology, dittoed, 195'
Yance--"Shoe Model 2," I.D. Memo D-20, dittoed

Holt--"Forecasting Seasonals and Trends by Exponentially
Weighted Moving Averages," C.I.., dittoed, 1957

E. Production--Holt, et al, ",..A Linear Decision Rule for
Production and Employment..> " r m L MiLngc, October
1955, December 1955

F. Price behavior--Allen, theMlit 12.90 hmc> Chapter 1

4. Simulation Technique (4 weeks)
A. Techniques of using general purp)oso pogrm

B. Fomnulation o-' model for siultion

0. Simulation

5* Application of Models (1 week)

A. Measurement of Parameters

B. Evaluation of Policies

6. Study of Additional Aa (5 weeks)
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Consumer Be n

(1) Durable goods de and ztn ,..emn frDur "C
Goods," eometrica, July 1957
Chow,Demend La(gKomoils I&n the R., 195',

(2) Effect of advertising--Vidale, "...Sales Re,
Advertising," Qerpjn 1828ear

B.Financial and Investment of the FLr

(1) Cash flows--* Autio, Dypae
SIM, 1958. * Greenlaw, . n e
g Cag, M., Thesis, SIM, 1957

(2) Investment behavior

Koyck, Distributed LAdaB mnveptment 40nL 0 1954
Chenery, "Overcapacity and the Acceleration Principle,"
honomethn. January 1952
Fujiyama-4.xoanqgj n TaL1e Ele tiLC t weOr.
I&dMA, 1s M.S. Thesis, SIM, 1958

(5) Dividend Behavior

Lintner, 'Distribution of. Incomcv o1 CCorporations.A. I

dittoed

C. Other topics
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Until today, management education and management practice have been compartmentalized

into such classic subdivisions as finance, marketing, production, and accounting. However,

the major problems of the industrial manager arise not so much from the separate com-

ponents of the company as from how these interact to produce instability in prices, produc-

tion, employment, and profits. Building on the development of electronic computers, on

military advances in understanding decision-making and in using simulation to solve

complex systems, and on twenty years of research in feedback control systems, we may now

develop new ways to analyze the industrial enterprise. Management is on the verge of a major

breakthrough in understanding how industrial company success depends on the interaction

between flows of information (including policies and decisions), materials, money, man-L _J

power, and capital equipment. To help provide a basis from which to understand the forces

causing industrial fluctuation, growth, stability, and decline, the School of Industrial

Management will offer a two-week Special Summer Program on INDUSTRIAL DYNAMICS

from Monday, August 18, through Friday, August 29, 1958. IJ

J]



Outline of Program

In this Special Summer Program, models
of the industrial company will be formu-
lated and simulated on the I.B.M. 704
computer in the M.I.T. Computation
Center. Emphasis will be on how organi-
zational structure, policies, decision cri-
teria, information distortion, and the
time lags in information and material
flow affect growth and can create fluctua-
tion in sales, accentuation of seasonal
tendencies, and amplification of external
economic conditions.

The Program will be based on two
years of industrial dynamics research, on
a course for graduate students taught in
1957-58, and on a course for Sloan Fel-
lows given in the spring of 1958. Principal
attention will be given to how the signifi-
cant aspects of the company can be
represented, drawing on the prior experi-
ence of the participants.

This will be an intensive session
devoted to method, rather than a descrip-
tive survey course. It should be taken
only by those who expect actively to
work in industrial dynamics during the
next several years, for the field has not
yet reached a point where the participant
can expect to make immediate profitable
application of what he learns.

Qualifications of Applicants

The Program will be limited to about 35
participants. Applicants must have a
wide interest in and experience with the
problems of the company as a whole and
the interaction of the separate industrial
functions of research, engineering, pro-
duction, marketing, and finance. There-
after, preference will be given to those
who have had mathematics (through dif-
ferential equations), an introduction to
digital computer programming, and prac-
tical or educational contact with feed-
back control systems. Applications should
show industrial experience and the extent
of training in mathematics, digital com-
putation, and feedback control.

Tuition for the two-week Program will
be $325, due and payable upon notification
of admission. Academic credit will not be
offered. Exercises will be held from 9 to
12 and 2 to 5, Mondays through Fridays.
Staff

This Program is under the direction of
Dr. Jay. W. Forrester, Professor of In-
dustrial Management. The staff will in-
clude Assistant Professors Joseph V.
Yance and John L. Enos, and other staff
members of the industrial dynamics
group of the M.I.T. School of Industrial
Management.

Special Summer Programs-1958

BEGINNING TUESDAY, JUNE 17

9.969 Metal Cutting
2.379 Behavior of Metals and Design Requirements

for Elevated Temperatures
3.149 Casting of Light Metals*
6.569 Switching Circuits

BEGINNING MONDAY, JUNE 23

2.219 Random Vibration
t.459 Thermodynamics for Engineers and Chemists

15.909 Organization for Research and Development
16.919 Aeroelasticity
17.409 The Dwelling House-An Emerging Technology

BEGINNING TUESDAY, JULY 8

1.619 Cavitation Mechanics in Engineering Practice
2.138 Strain Gages: Fundamentals*
2.529 Modern Developments in Heat Transfer

2.789 Fluid Power Control

6.599 Electrical Energy Conversion and Control*

7.899 Modern Research Methods in Biology and Medicine

13.039 Stability and Control of Ship Motion

M379 Introduction to Probability Theory
and its Applications to Operations Research

BEGINNING MONDAY, JULY 14

2.139 Strain Gages: Applications*
5.168 Physics of Infrared Radiation
N09 Principles of Radioisotope Utilization

BEGINNING MONDAY, JULY 21

4.049 Color in Art and Science
4.689 City and Regional Planning
6.609 Advanced Feedback Control Theory

15.719 Mathematical Analysis and Simulation
in Industrial Operations

BEGINNING MONDAY, AUGUST 4

5.163 Infrared Spectroscopy: Technique*
6.628 Microwave Ferrites

14.379 Design and Analysis of Scientific Experiments
15.899 Planning Marketing Strategy and Tactics

BEGINNING MONDAY, AUGUST 11

5.164 Infrared Spectroscopy: Applications*
19.329 Air Pollution

BEGINNING MONDAY, AUGUST 18

2.939 Techniques in Textile Research*
3.539 Metallurgical Applications of X-ray Diffraction

15.589 Industrial Dynamics

BEGINNING MONDAY, AUGUST 25

2.929 The Mechanics of Textile Structures*

BEGINNING TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 2

1.369 The Design and Construction of Earth Embankments
2.739 Design and Dynamics of Mechanisms
6.627 Problems of High Powered Radar Design
E359 Editing Technical Reports

II

I

r

Programe marked with an asterisk (*) are of one week's
duration. All other Programs will extend through two weeks.
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GENERAL INFORMATION

Admission
In order to maintain highest standards, the enrollment in each Special
Summer Program is limited according to the facilities and staff which
are available. If a Program is not oversubscribed, applications for it
will be considered up to two weeks before it begins. However, early ap-
plication is strongly advised. Application forms are available from the
Director of the Summer Session, M.I.T.

The Institute reserves the right to select those applicants
whose qualifications and experience suggest that they will receive
the most benefit from the Program for which they are applying.
Neither admission nor dormitory reservations are transferable except
by specific Summer Session Office authorization, and then only
when evidence of the qualifications of the proposed substitute have
been filed in advance.

A limited number of Special Summer Program Scholarships
are available to defray in part the Program tuition of members of
teaching staffs (rank of instructor or higher) of other educational
institutions. Requests for such scholarships should accompany ap-
plications for admission.

Payments

Applicants whose admission has been approved will be notified as
early as possible and will receive Bursar's Remittance and Registra-
tion Cards. Both cards, together with full payment for tuition and
housing in check, draft, or money order made payable to W. A.
Hokanson, Bursar, should be returned immediately to the Office of
the Summer Session, Room 7-103, Massachusetts Institute of Tech-
nology, Cambridge 39, Massachusetts; they must be received one
week before the opening of the Program. The amounts of tuition
and room rent will be stated in the notification of admission; both
may be included in one remittance, and both must be paid in full
before the opening session of a Program. No bills are sent.

Those whose tuition is to be covered by contract with a
government agency or with industry should apply for admission to
the Office of the Summer Session in the usual way, as promptly as
possible, noting on their applications that a contract or agency
approval is being requested. At the same time, they should arrange
to have the agency send a purchase order or other evidence of its
intention to authorize tuition payments to the Office of the Summer
Session. This purchase order must reach the Office of the Summer
Session at least one week before the Program begins. It should in-
clude the full name of the prospective registrant(s), as well as the

name of the Program. If it is not sent, and if the Program is a
limited one for which others have applied, the Institute reserves the
right to cancel admission.

Since housing charges (if any) are not covered by govern-
ment contracts, these payments must be received independently from
prospective registrants at least one week before the beginning of
a Program.

Please note that a contract from industry or a government
agency does not reserve a place in a Special Summer Program; it
must be preceded or accompanied by a completed application for
admission.

Refunds

Registrants who notify the Summer Session Office of cancellation
of their plans before they arrive in Cambridge will be refunded
their payments. However, no refunds of either tuition or rent will
be made to those who leave before completing a Program in which
they have been registered, and refunds of room rentals cannot be
made for Saturdays, Sundays, or holidays during a Program.

Registration
Each person admitted to a Program should report at the Summer
Session Office, Room 7-103, at 8:30 a.m. on the day that his
Program begins. At this time he completes formal registration, re-
ceives a receipt for payments, and is given cards of admission to
the Program. Detailed information about special M.I.T. facilities
and services will be available, as will printed guides to Metropolitan
Boston and other New England regions.

Mail and Messages

Registrants for Special Summer Programs may have mail and mes-
sages addressed to them at the Office of the Summer Session. Please
have the name of the Program included in the address.

Dormitory Accommodations

The M.I.T. dormitory system will be available to all registrants in
Special Summer Programs. Rooms for single men, as well as a limited
number of accommodations for married couples and single women,
will be reserved if specifically requested in the application for ad-
mission. Applicants who wish other accommodations should cor-
respond directly with Boston or Cambridge hotels.

For single men or women, the housing rate in an M.I.T.
dormitory is $3.50 per person for each 24-hour unit, beginning at
6 p.m. The rate for married couples is $2.50 per person. In general,
reservations will be available from 6 p.m. of the Sunday night
preceding the opening of a Program until 6 p.m. of the Saturday
following its conclusion. Dormitory reservations will be confirmed
in the letter of notification of admission; this letter should be pre-
sented at the Institute House upon arrival. Please include payments
for dormitory accommodations with tuition payments, made at
least one week in advance. Registrants in Special Summer Programs
should make no rent payments at any dormitory office.

Each House is open 24 hours every day. Children under
twelve years of age may not be housed in any dormitory during
the Summer Session, nor are pets allowed. No dormitory employee
is authorized to modify these regulations.

College dining facilities on the campus will be available
to Special Summer Program registrants and their guests. In addi-
tion, there are restaurants within easy walking distance of the
Institute, and many famous eating places and hotels of Metropolitan
Boston are situated just across the Charles River Basin.

Ample free outdoor parking space near the dormitories
is available during the summer for those attending Special Summer
Programs.

Recreational Facilities

Summer guests are welcome to use the Institute's libraries, and
recreational facilities, including tennis courts, softball fields, squash
courts, the Alumni Swimming Pool, and a fleet of small sailboats
operating from the M.I.T. Sailing Pavilion.

Within easy access of the Institute campus are some of the
world's finest museums, libraries, and art galleries. The famous
Hatch Memorial Shell, outdoor summer concert hall for the Boston
Pops Orchestra, is just across the Charles River Basin. Major
League baseball games are scheduled throughout the summer at
Fenway Park, only a short ride from the campus. Several summer
theaters and the historical areas of Salem, Concord, Lexington, and
Plymouth are within easy driving distance, while Cape Cod, the
White Mountains of New Hampshire, the Green Mountains of Ver-
mont, and many parts of the Maine seacoast may easily be visited
on week-end trips.

Design by the M.I.T. Office of Publications (GA); art work by the M.I.T. Illustration

Service. Photon typography by the Machine Composition Company; production by the M.I.T.

Photographic Service.
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August 18 through August 29

AMonday, August 18

9:00 - 10:00

10:00

10:15

11:45.

2:00

3:30

3:45

4:45

5:00 - 6:00

Tuesday, August 19

9:00

9:30

10:30

10:45

12:00

1:30

Registration, coffee, class members, meet staff,
class members fill out questionnaire.

General objectives of course --Forrester

Industrial Dynamics I -- Forrester

Explain lunch arrangeiments.

Industrial Dynamics II

Discuss examples in HARVARD 3BUSINESS REVIEW article-
Forrester.

Recess

Class Simulation I --
Forrester and others

Information feedback experiments

Discuss evening assignment.
Disagreements and questions regarding 1R paper.
Discussion of the most serious and important

management problem in the class -- member's
company or industry.

Faculty Club

Discussion of homework and answer questions.

Class Simulation II -- Pugh
Simplified Production-Distribution System

Coffee

Class Simulation III - Pugh
Continue previous exercise.

Lunch

Formulating System Description I -- Forrester
Equation notation to be used
Review of Memo D-16
Discussion of how to set up calculation sequence
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3:00

3:15

4 :5

Formul ating System Descriptio II -- Forrester

Equations 1, 2, 3, L, 5
Overt and implicit decisione

Evening assignment
Read Memo D-16.
Simulation of ordering rule

'ednesday, Augst 20

9:00 Questions -- Discussion

9:15 Forulating System Desoription II ForreSter
Smoothing methods
Moving average
Exponential

Onlinear
Equation 6

10:30 Coffee

10:45 Formulating System escripti IV -gh
Representing Delays

12:00 Lunch

1:30 Formulating System Daeription V - Pugh
Delays (continued)

2:15 Formulating System Description VI Forrester
Equation 7

3:00 Recess

3:15 Formulating System Description VII'-- Forrester
Equalionas 8f 9,10, 11, 12

4:30 Dis Cusn Cveningr- home problem a
Individual paper simulation of simple production-distribution
system.

Thursday, August 23

9:00 Discussion of home problem

9:30 Formulating ystem Description VIII-Forrster
Equations 13, 1, 15, 16
ention of Equatiom17 throuh 32 as similar t o through 16.
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10:00

10:30

10:45

12:00

1:30

Digital Computer I -- Pugh
General characteristics of digital computer and ainulation.

Coffee

Digital Computer II -- Pugh
Elementary example to be simulated on JEM70h.
Equations
Steps required

.Lunch

Fornaf-ting Systei Description I7- Fozrter
Equ.ati ons 33 through 46
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10:30

12:00

1:30

3:30

3:h5

WL5

Clas; Simu1tion IV -- Fey and Forrester
Factory scheduling, personnel, money flow, backl1og,
delivery delays

Lunch

Class Simulation V
Contifue morning session.

Recess

Formulating System Description II-- Forrester
Equations 47 through 53

Weekend assignment
Reading
Describe in detail, to -ho; the dynamric interplay, a s ituation
or problem from your own past experience which you feel be-t
illustrates the information feedback characteristics being

I

Ih

DIita. Computir II-- Pagh and others
Go to computation center.
Observe steps in getting results from t xample.

Homeword -- reading

Computer results from production distributio -part of
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Monday, August 25

9:00 Class Simulation VI -- Fey
Discussion and interpretation of results of class simulation
sessions IT- and V.

9:45 Tndustrial Dyhamice III -- Enos
Dynamics of consumer market

0.:30 Coffee

10:h5 Industrial Dynamics IV-- Enos or Amstutz
Consumer market continued

12:00 Lunch

1:30 Formulating System Description XII -- Forrester
Equations 54 through 57

2:15 Digital Computer TV
Class sub-groups study variation on Harvard Business Review
curves by getTng computer simulation results.

Tuesday, August 26

9:00 Industrial Dynamics V -- Yance
Adding price behavior to production-ditribution model.
General description, types of behavior

10:30 Coffee

10:45 Class Simulation VI -- Forrester
Copper mining

12:00 Lunch

1:30 Digital Computer V
Sub-groups continue
Computer simulation

V3ednesday, August 27

9:00 Industrial Dyhamica VI
Models of the national
History and literature

-= Enos

economy.

10:15 Coffee

10:30 Industrial Dynamics VII -- Roberta
Infoxmation and dec n flow in research and development management.

132
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Lunch

Industrial Dynamics VIII -- Forrester
Research and Development Management

Recess

Digital Computer VI
Sub-groups work on problems.

Thuraday, August 28

9:00

10:15

10:30

12:00

1:30

3:00

3:15

6:00

Friday, August
9:00

10:30

10:1sb5-5:

Industrial Dynamics IX -- Mnos
New approaches to dynamic behavior of national economy.

Coffee

Industrial Dynamics X -- Fey

A case study in inform.ation, sche duling, and order characteristics.

Lunch

Tndustrial rnamics XI -- Yancc
A study of ordering, price, and supply relationships in the
hide-leather-shoe industry0

Recess

DigIital Computer VII
Sub-groups continue wQrk.

Group dinner -- Faculty Club

29
Industrial Dynamics XII -- Enos
National Economy continued.

Coffee

Open for previous topics not ccmpleted, sessions arranged to
meet special requests of the class, discussion, future expectations
in management practice and education.

12:00

1:30

3:00
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Massachusetts Institute of Technology
School of Industrial Management

Cambridge 39, Massachusetts

Industrial Dynamics Research

MEMO: D-16 page 1 of 55

SUBJECT: Formulating Qoantitative Modelso f Dyami Behavior
of Industrial an Economic Systems. Part I.
(Part II to appear as a separate memo)

WRITTEN BY: Jay W. Forrester

DATE: April 5, 1958

I 
ABSTRACT

This memo discusses an approach to analyzing the stability and
fluctuation of industrial and economic systems that recognizes their
closed-loop, information-feedback characteristics and their decision-
making procedures. Five interacting sub-systems are used--informa-
tion flow (including overt and implicit decisions),, material flow,
money flow, capital equipment generation and usage, and manpower
employment and mobility.

The situations to be studied can usually be realistically
represented only by very non-linear mathematical systems and will
be so formulated. The system formulation can be unstable if the
world it represents is unstable. It can incorporate hundreds or
even thousands of variables to achieve sufficient reality to be use-
ful. The computation needed for solution is only proportional to
the number of variables and lies well within the capability of
today's computers. The immediate goal is to find improved but not
"optimum" system design; we have no meaningful definition of an
"optimum" in highly non-linear systems nor any method of proving

I] that any existing system behavior is the best achievable.

The mathematical formulation and notation is continuously
evolving. Section D discusses the present grouping of equations
into three classes of variables--levels, auxiliary variables, and
rates. Time notation, flow diagram symbols, and length of solution 0
interval are discussed.

Part II, as a separate memo, will show in detail how the
generalities discussed in this memo are applied to the illustrativeI example outlined in section B of this Part I. It will contain o
sections on (1) detailed mathematical description of the example;
(2) kinds of results obtainable; and (3) areas of future extension
of the industrial dynamics research.
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A. Introduction 5

B. Description of a Simplified Example 7

1. Organization 9
2. Delays 9

3. Policies and Decisions 10

C. Principles for Formulating a Dynamic System Model 11

1. Five Interacting Flow Systems 11

a. Information Flow 12
b. Material Flow 12
c. Money Flow 12
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15. Examples of Equations 30
6. Flow Diagram Symbols 33117. Redundancy of Equation Type and Time Notation 36

8.Representation of Delays 36
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a. Equations for Delays 44
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FORMULATING QUANTITATIVE MODELS OF DYNAMIC BEHAVIOR
OF INDUSTRIAL AND ECONOMIC SYSTEMS

Part I. General Procedure

A. Introduction

anagement science now stands at a frontier leading to a new understand-

ing of industrial growth and stability. This new insight into the underlying

factors that control industrial and economic behavior will come fram an ability

to analyze the time-varying interactions between the major facets of industrial

activity.

This study of the industrial enterprise as an integrated system,

relating the flows of information, materials, money., manpower', and capital

investment, is here referred to as "industrial dynamies". Understanding the

way these five flow systems interlock to amplify and control one another will

take us far in explaining the effects of decisions, policies, organizational

I forms and investment 
plans.

E Industrial dynamies will help us understand how underlying,, 
unchanging

characteristics of an enterprise like its organisational form and its manage-

ment policies can cause production fluctuations, over-expansion of factory

capacity, failure to keep pace with technological change, and the other

dramatic manifestations of industrial difficulty.*

171

1 For a more general discussion of the background of industrial
dynamies and its importance to the future of management, see: C4

[1t

IE1. Jay W. Forrester, "Systems Technology and Industrial Dynamies"..

Technology Review, V01. 59, No. 8 (June 1957),. Massachusetts

Institute of Technology.

2. Jay W. Forrester, "Industrial Dynamies--Understanding the Forces

Causing Industrial Fluctuation, Growth, Stability and Decline",

a manuscript dated February 9, 1958, privately circulated by the
MIT School of Industrial Management, and submitted for the July-

LAugust 1958 issue of the Harvard Business Review.0
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The analysis of industrial systems herein discussed grows out of

four developments which had their start in the country's military research

effort. The first is the concept of servomechaniams, or information feed-

back systems, as developed during World War II. ' Second, are the

digital computer and electronic data processing products of post-war mili-

tary projects. Third, is the better understanding of the decision-making

process which became necessary in automatizing high-speed military tactical

operations. Fourth, is the use of simulation to give empirical answers

to problems that are far too complex for explicit mathematical solution.

It now appears possible to formulate industrial behavior with

sufficient reality to cope with the interactions of production, distribu-

tion, advertising, research, investment, and the consumer market. Within

such a formulation, both physical and psychological factors must be

included. The ultimate goal is to take our literature and knowledge of

"descriptive management" and formalize what we know about the separate

parts. It then will become possible to determine the implications of how

these parts interact in the complete system.

As we will see later, one is unlikely to succeed in deducing the

internal characteristics of a complex social system by working backward

from its external manifestations. We propose, therefore, agi to follow the

approach common in the field of econometrics where an attempt is made to

derive the laws of the system from statistical analysis of over-all behavior.

Time-series correlation and regression analysis methods are not valid when

applied to non-linear, potentially unstable, noisy, closed-cyqle informa-

tion feedback systems. Yet, the important characteristics that interest

us in economic and industrial behavior probably arise primarily from the

non-linearities, random disturbances, and interconnected flow loops.

3Brown, Gordon S. and Campbell, Donald P., Principles of Servo-
mechanisms, John Wiley & Sons, 1948.

4Tustin, Arnold. The Mechanism of Economic Systems, Harvard
University Press, 1953.
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upad Instead, therfrteaayiaapraholwd here builds

J describe those actions and situations which we observe in normal economicI operations. These individual aspects of the system are then combined to[ jdetermine how the separate parts interact to create the over-all system P
j behavior. We shall see that apparently volatile, erratic, external

L j manifestations can actually result directly and unavoidably from stableI unchanging organizational forms, from the times required to make decisionsL J and transmit goods and information, from enduring operating policies, and
from the choice of information sources used for decision making.[ 1 In the sections that follow and in Part II, I will use an example

1 of a very simplified production-distribution-advertising-marketing

system as a vehicle around which to discuss the general analyticalI I principles. In the remainder of Part I is a verbal description of the
~ I example, a general discussion of the formulation of a quantitative model,
I j and an explanation of the types of equations to be used. In Part II, the

generalities will be applied to the example by developing a full set ofI J equations for information and material flow and by illustrating the
results which can be obtained.

I IB. DecrptooISmpifeEaml

~ I Analysis methods in the later sections will be illustrated by
L J application to the situation of Figure 1. Here are a factory, a factory
~ I warehouse, distributors,, retailers, prospective purchasers, and adver-
I J tising. To begin study of this system, we would need to know three things--

organizational form, delays in information and material flo,L I purchasing and inventory policies beinga followed.
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1. Organization

We must know the organizational form of the information and material

flow channels. These are illustrated in Figure 1, Dotted lines show

information flow, and the solid lines the flow of materials. Information,

in the form of orders, flows upward in the distribution system. Also,
information, in the form of advertising authorizations and actual advertia-

ing presentations to the public, flows downward in the advertising loop.

Materials flow from production line to factory warehouse inventory,

and thence to distributors, retailers, and the consumers. Information

generates decisions that control the flow of goods.

2.; el~

To generate the proper time relationships between the flows of

information and materials, we must know the delays in all actions and

decisions. Typical time delays are shown on the diagram in weeks. Orders

placed with the retailers are filled in one week. Retailers analyse their

sales information and place purchase orders after a time averaging three

weeks. A half-week is required for mailing of orders, one week for the

filling of orders at the distributor, and one week for shipping of goods

from distributor to retailer. Similar delays exist between the dis-

tributor and the factory warehouse. Six week'factory lead time is required

to change factory output rate. In the advertising lopp, decisions to

change advertising level require six weeks for data analysis and decisiod

making. Agencies and media are assumed to average four weeks for their

work. Eight weeks are assumed for building up full advertising effective-

ness, in the consumer's mind after the appearance of a new level of adver-

tising activity. The system sensitivity to these numerical assumptions.

will be discussed later, They are presented as intuitively plausible

values for consumer-durable goods. As we will see later, the sensitivity

to the particular chosen values can be determined. If the system is

insensitive to any plausible range of values, we need not be concerned

further. If, some particular assumptions are critical, we then know that

a more eareful determination is required.
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3. Policies aBA Decisions

To complete our simplified system, we must estimate the policies

that determine purchases, advertising, and consumer buying.

As a start we will consider only three major motivations in the

placing of orders by the retailers, distributors and factory schedulers.

First, the purchases will reflect the actual sales made so that goods sold

can be replaced. Second, as the average level of business activity

changes, there is a corresponding desire to change inventory levels.

Third, as business activity changes, it is necessary that a corresponding

change occur in the in-process orders and shipments in the supply pipe-

lines of the system. These will be taken up more fully in later sections.

We are presently excluding orders motivated by speculation and anticipated

price changes, forecasts of future sales, general economic conditions,[

product model changes, etc.

Advertising expenditure can here be based on either the level of

business activity (sales) or distress (excess inventories). These are

two common bases for advertising decisions and will be explored before

incorporating other factors.

The consumer-level representation is even more over-simplified

than the distribution system. We will provide for two modes of operation.

One is to specify retail sales as an independently given time-function.

In that case we exclude all dynamic interactions with the consumer level

(thereby eliminating the effect of advertising). Alternatively, we can

specify the rate at which "prospective purchasers" come into existence.

The behavior illustrated here presumes a pool of prospective purchasers

who have some awareness of their need for the product and who are sus-

ceptible to advertising and price discounts. The prospective purchaser

is assumed to exist for an average period of 14 weeks before purchasing.

The average time he remains as a prospective purchaser is influenced by

advertising. Advertising influences the rate of purchases by "prospective

purchasers" but does not affect the source of supply of prospective

purchasers. It will be noted that Figure 1 describes a system in which

advertising has no long-range effect on total sales but can affect short-

term sales within the range of fluctuation possible by varying the size

of the pool of prospective purchasers. This does not imply absence of

I.

I
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advertising effects in the real world but only that they will be added in future

extensions of company and market model studies.

Before continuing (in Part II) with the detailed equations to describe

this system, the following sections discuss the general principles to be employed.

C. Principles for Formulating a Dynamie System Model

Some general principles can be stated to guide a mathematical formulation

of company, industry and economic activity. They all aim at a high degree of

reality in representing economic behavior. As a result, we will develop a system

of mathematical equations containing a large number of variables. An adequate

description of a modern corporation will require several hundred inter-acting

variables. A representation of the national economy could easily lead to a

[ system of several thousand variables. This need not be frightening. The

inclusion of additional reality often relieves us of demonstrating the validity

of simplifying assumptions. Greater reality takes us away from simltaneous

equations into a formulation where solution time and difficulty is only propor-

tiOnal to the number of variables and does not increase at a higher rate as in

I .many types of models. The greater reality yields a model that is entirely

parallel to actual functions of the organization and is easier to understand and

easier to verify. It leads to easier communication between company executives

and those doing the model formulation. The modern digital computer gives us a

low-cost tool that makes practical the manipulation of complex, realistic models.

1. eFiveInteracting Flw Systems

We no longer think only in terms of the classical industrial functions

such as production, research, advertising, etc., but in terms of the basic facto3s

which make up industrial activity. These seem to be:

m
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a. Information Flow. Information must not be confused with the quan-

tities that it represents. Information about the state of the indus-

trial system is available at difterent places with different time

lags and accuracies. Very often we will see that the "true" state of

the system is being generated by the model and that, simultaneously,

differing information about this."true" behavior is being produced

by the way in which the system functions.

All decision,making is included in the information flow system

because decisions are generatedp not from physical quantities but

from information about the physical behavior. Prices are, by nature,

information and are generated in the information flow system.

b. Material Flow. Here we include all movement of physical goods,

whether raw materials in-process inventories, or finished product.

c. Money Flow. Money flow will include credit, the banking system,

cash position of the company, accounts receivable, etc. At points of

sale, goods (material flow) multiV3.ied by price (information) lead

later to payment (money flow).

d. Manpower Mobility. Many of the transient behavior patterns in

economit systems arise from the availability of labor supply and the

ime ~ ~ ~ eru -7esa- o hng epoyen evls e7re 7,e must clearly

u betweenme le h of wor veek m hou'rs, and'I labor

productivity changes.

e. Capital Equipment. By the flow of capital equipment we mean the

way factories and machines come into existence, the stock of existing

capital equipment, what-part (to measure the level of productivity)

of our capital equipment stock is in use at any instant, and the moti-

vations that lead to the discard of capital equipment.
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2. Information-Feedback Systems

An information-feedback system exists when the environment leads to a

decision and action that alters the original environment This is a broad

definition covering most human, social, and technical activities. Our economic

0fluctuations are a manifestation of the time-varying interactions that occur

in information-feedback loops. At the company level, rising sales depleteI inventories, leading to new production decisions to fill demand and rebuild

inventory. A new technological product, in rising demand, permits high

profit margins that attract competitors. This leads to increased production

capacity which equals or exceeds demand, thence to falling profits that seek

equilibrium with other investment opportunities* The need for product improve-

ment leads to research expenditure and to technological progress that encour-

ages still more research. These and all other management decisions are made

in the framework of an information-feedback system.

The concept of information-feedback is important because the system as a

whole exhibits behavior which is not attributable to the parts separately.

The pattern of system interconnection, the delays, and the information dis-

tortion combine to determine stability and growth. As we will see later, the

interconnection of entirely ordinary corporate actions can lead to production

fluctuations, unemployment, and excess plant capacity. As one action feeds OWA

into another and eventually back to the first, we find instability which is the 0

counterpart of "hunting" in mechanical servomechanisms. Careful attention

must be given to time delays, information distortion, and the basis for

decisions#

a. Phase and Time Relationships

The behavior of information feed-back systems is intimately assoiated

with the time-sequence relationships between the parts of the system. These



LI
lags can arise from reservoirs in the system and from delays in decisions

and actions.

Reservoirs and variable accumulations of all types must be carefully

noted and represented. Their very nature produces time delays and their

purpose is often to permit or introduce changes between input and output L
rates of flow. We must include those reservoirs in information channels,

such as unfilled order backlogs, in-transit orders in the mail, and

decisiont that have been made but not executed. In material flow, the

keservoirs include in-process and static inventories and goods in transit.

In money flow, the reservoirs include bank balances, accounts receivable,

and loans. In man-power we include number of employees, various categories

of unemployed, and the classes of consumers and investors. In capital

equipment the reservoirs include plant and machines, segregated as necessary

by age, type, and productivity index.

Time delays must be carefully observed and introduced in their proper

places in the system formulation. Time delays should be explicitly intro-

duced into the equations and not combined with the solution interval of a set

of differfnceequations. While one might make some proper use of the solution

interval for introducing time delays, this is a dangerous procedure. It has,

in my opinion, caused disastrous confusion in many formulations of economic

models. This has been especially true when the completely irrelavent time

intervals at which data had been collected in the past has dictated the structure

of time delays in system models and the solution interval to be used in solving

the resulting difference equations.

b. InformationAmplification and Distortion

Information amplificatibn occurs many places. In placing orders, inventory

accumulation and the filling of supply pipe lines in proportion to the level of



business activity cause orders to exceed sales on rises of business activity

L and vice versa. Amplification occurs in many forecasting and predicting

procedures. It often occurs when growth rates are extrapolated ineptly,

leading to over-investment in factory capacity. Amplification arises from the

tendency to order ahead when the deliveries of goodsslow down. Ordering ahead

during price rises and delayed ordering during price declines produces ampli-

fication. All these are of the greatest importance in representing the

factores that control industrial growth and stability.

Likewise, many sources of information distortion occur* Information

is modified by averaging procedures, by noise and random disttirbances, by

delays in information transmission, and by summarizing individual business

1 1 transactions into composite data for executive decision.

Since information is the raw material of decisions, information amplifi-

cation and distortion must be included if we are to properly generate realistic

system behavior. Particular attention must be given to determining what inform-

ation is actually available and used at each point in the system - much

information is not available, much of what is available is not actually used,

what is used is not necessarily the most useful of that available.

co Decision Making

Decision making in the information-feedback system couples information

and action channels. To properly represent the dynamic system behavior we

must have formal expressions to indicate how decisions are made. The flow of

information is continuously converted into decisions and action. No plea

about the inadequacy of our understanding of the decision-making process

can be allowed to excuse us from estimating the decision-making criteria. To

omit the basis for decision making is to deny its presence -- a mistake of far

I I greater magnitude than any errors in our best estimate of the process. Two kinds

LI
I
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of "decisions will be recognized in the equations in later sections:

Overt Decisions consist of the consctous decisions by people as

part vf the i process.[

Implicit Decieiots are the decisions that determine the behavior of the

system as an unavoidable result of the state of the system, Included

here are (1) ability to deliver depending on the status of inventor-

ies, (2) the output rate (goods delivered) from a transportation

system resulting from the input rates, the goods in transit, and the

transport delaysor (3) factory production output as a result of the

status of employments capital equipment and available materials.

Factory output is an implicit decision since output as such is not

actually controlled by overt management decision, The overt decisions

relate to hiring rates, ordering of raw materials and machine tools,

and betting the length of the work veek.

3. Continuoua Flows

Most person have a natural tendency to be unduly concerned by the dis-.

creteness of evertes adustrial activity. Even suchaidentrible actions asL the consuction of a factory, or the signing of

a long sequence of plans. preparations and prelim-

international incident or the presidential heart attack

that appearsto affect the stock market or precipitates an economic rise or

decline is often a mee trigger or excuse for a change which is already

imminent,

Discreteness of events is entirely compatible with the concept of informa-

tion-feedback systems. However, we must be on guard against unnecessarily

cluttering our formulation wthCa the detail of. iscrete events which will but

obscure the real momentum and conti-n uity-, that our industrial system exhibits. L I
171
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The study of the individual event is of great importance to us, not

because we want to handle individual events in most of our models, but

because tracing the single item divulges the paths and delays existing in

the channels of our system.

4. Broad View of Total System

The economic system, made up of its component industries, contains

technical, managerial, psychological, organizational, monetary, and

historical factors. All these must find their proper place in our formu.

lation, of how the system components interact. No model will serve all

purposes. Its usefulness will depend on our judgment of what to inelude,

The decision on model scope must not, however, be limited to some precon-

ceived notion of what is "economics" or "management".

In formulating a quantitative model, we must have the courage to include

all the facets which we would consider pertinent in a verbal description of the

subject, A strange cleavage exists between those who verbally describe the

real world and those who construct formal models. Qualitative plausibility

is important in a model even when quantitative accuracy is not possible.

We often see the model maker inclined to omit a function for which he has no

measurements, rather than put in an estimate. This is equivalent to setting

the value to zero, which is often far from the most probable value that best

fits the available intuitive judgments.

5. Attention to Basic Assumptions

Too often we find, in the literature of quantitative economics and manage-

ment sciencep articles that dispose of the basic assumptions about the system

in the first paragraph or page -- assumptions that are not explained or

defended, and sometimes not even believed, by the author. There then follow

pages of elegant and fruitless mathematic derivation of results from this tenuous

foundation

-17-



Vefy often we fihid mathematical accuracy (to three decimal places)

obscuring the posibility that the function being measured is entirely

non-existent and meaningless. To avoid these errors we must build our system

representation from a much deeper level in the social structure than has been

customary.

Rather than attempting to derive an abstract model from external mani-

festations (like sales, manufacturing rates. inlentory 3evelsp gross national

product, freight car loadings, and bank balances), we should build from the

level of observable events. We must represent typical actions in the system, [
and the levels at which decisions are made. The assumptions then become a

reflection of the factors that one discusses in descriptive- economics or

descr ptive.management, The assumptions, as long as they must remain assump-

tions, cin then be evaluated against every day observation and experience. L

Only thus can- we expect to bridge the ehasm between the praaticing~ anager and

the analytiedl approach. From any-analysis, the results cadhbe no -ore valid

tian the-assumptions, the aswers are no =,re pertinent than the questions

asked. The analysis must not obscure the assumptions to the point where their

validity can no longer be evaluated by the responsible managero

6. Linearity and Stability

Mdft ast models have been formulated on the assumption that the

systedmbeing represented was inherently stable and that a linear representa-

tion was a reasonable approximation. I believe that neither of these pre-

sumptions should be allowed to dictate the model form because both may be

grossly wrong.

The systems which we are here working with are highly nonlinear and

most of the time are operating against limitations of over-employment, money

shortage, political preisure to overcome inflation or recessions or capital
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equipment inadequacy. Furthermorep the justification that we are working only

with small deviations in a linear range is untenable because the events of

greatest interest are apt to be those associated with the changing pattern of

I the non-linear restraints on the system.

In formulating a model, we should not presume that the system is necessarily

stable in the mathematical and control system sense. It is entirely possible,

and I believe likely, that many of our industrial and economic- systems are

inherently unstable except when non-linear restraints are controlling the

E behavior. Formulating a model through methods which impose or require that

the system be stable may exclude from our consideration some of the most

interesting and important areas of study. It is probable that the behavior

of our economic system is characterized by the behavior of an unstable,

non-linear system continually shifting from one set of restraints to another.

T. Limits of Functional Relationships

In line with the preceding comments on linearity and stability, it is

essential that the functional relationships formulated 
in the equations be

plausibly correct in all of the extreme conditions of possible model operation.

Rather than making our task more difficult, this will often simplify the

problem of getting proper model behavior. Intercepts at axes, directions of

curvature, and ultimate asymptotic limits of our various functions should

correctly reflect what we know about the system. Then the model, like the

real world, can move along these curves until a balance point is found that will

satisfy the total requirements of the complete feedback system. As a result,

a particular variable in our model may take on a slightly different value from

E its counterpart in the real world, Nevertheless it can still have the right

qualitative performance with proper- timing and direction of changer relative

to other variables in the system. Furthermore, we-often find that-thresholds,

l
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limits, and directions of curvature can be specified with much greater

certainty than can the exact quantitative values in the mid-ranges of opera.

tion. Once the limiting conditions have been identified, they often restrict

the freedom of choice and the possibility of error when we complete the func-

tion through the intermediate regions.

8. Dimensional Unit of Equations

Just as in the physical sciences, we -must give meticulous attention to

the correctness of physical units in our equations. Much confusion has been

caused in economic models by carelessness on this point. In the literature

we often find equation systems built in dollar-equivalent terms, as if refrig-

erators were made of dollar bills instead of from materials, by labor, using L

only existing capital equipment. Loosenqss in handling dnits of meapure

vastly increases the lkelihood of omittLng the allimportant te ?elatiet-

ships between the flows of the five basic systems suggested above. For

example, demand (information)fleads to shortages (in material, goods) that

lead to a decision (information) to build more productive capacity that

leads to construction (flaw of materials and labor) that increases productive

capacity (capital equipment) that requires payment (money flow) for the capital

equipment. A time-sequential relationship exists between these factors which

must be represented by our analysid methods if the true information.-feedback

characteristics of the system are to be preserved, The preoccupation with

money flow and with the money equivalent of labor and-materials (and the

complete omission of- information as a separate quantity) has obscured the

character of the industrial system in many analytical attemptsa Somewhat-L i
facetiously, one might say that-informnion coatrols what will bappen while

money is only an indication of What has happened. (OfcuorseY Information onL7

what has happened determinee decisions on what will be done next.) As we will

LI
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see in the simplified example later, if one is to omit part of the complete

system, money flow is more dispensable than information flow.

IE9 Goals

1 In model building of the type here discussed, we must be realistic aboutLI+
the goals of our work. We will be contending with highly non-linear, inter.-O

connected, potentially unstable, information feedback control systems. This

is the province of the intuitive manager and decision-maker in industr,

Rather than starting witt the classical approach in the physical sciences

working with simplified, linear, mathematical relationships in which analy

expressions for optimum or maximized solutions can be obtained, we should here

begin by accepting the terms of the task.

Our approach will be much the same as that of the practicing industrial

manager who attempts, by trial and error and by making changes in his methods,

to discover improved business practices. Our tremendous advantage over

experimentation with the real-life industrial organization is our ability

to perform, at low cost and in a short time, what amount to controlled experi-

ments to determine system behavior under diverse operating conditions.

In the realistic non-linear systems with which we propose to work, there

I is no reason to hope that we can immediately develop methods which will produce

"optimum" or "best" answers. We can choose between any set of alternative

systems and decide which we like best. By understanding their characteristics

better, we will find ourselves able to design better and better systems that

are more and more satisfactory. The methods should not be expected, however, tD

lead directly to any meaningful form of "maximized" solution. Indeed, merely

defining an optimum solution may present a problem of the first mAgnitude.

We are dealing here, not with the simple concert of the servomfechanism

which is often treated as having a single "error function" (difference between

L
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actual and desired results) and a single control mechatism. Instead, our econ-

omic systems have distributed "error functions" represented by the individual

goals of many participating persons. The control function is likewise dispersed

so that it exists, in part, at each decision point in the system.

Our realistic goal isp therefore, to learn more about the system charac-

teristics in.order to accomplish improvements, without yet setting ourselves

the task of lo*king for an "optimum".

10. Magnitude of Job

As our final guiding principle, we should be realistic about the size

of the task which we are undertaking. We are proposing to analyze systems

which are far more complex than have yet been undertaken in the physical

sciences. The history of human endeavor is one of tackling new frontiers of

exponentially increasing difficulty. Each new task is many times the scope of

its predecessors but is, nevertheless, accomplished in approximately the same

length of time, since society can build on part accomplishments. For example,

about equal periods have been needed for perfecting the subsonic internal,-

engine aircraft, the supersonic jet aircraft, the earth satellite, and

presumably, in the future, man's flight to the moon. In this same sense,,I

we are now ready to begin analysis of industrial behavior. This in turn will

lead directly to progress in the field of economics since economic condittons

are but the reflection of the composite of industrial, market and governmental

actions.

In the present day, we would not expect a few men in a few months to develop

fully a major new field in the physical sciences, nor would we attempt to jump

directly to the final result without laying a solid foundation of experiment and I
theory. By contrast, there is a tendency in the social sciences to attach major

I
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[I1
problems with insignificant resources and to attempt to use these resources,

not for building foundations, but for trying to jump directly to final,

useful results. This is spectacular vhen successful, but usually leads toEll a superficial and useless encounter with an overwhelming task.

We must recognize the size of our problem for what it is and.gear our

efforts eccrdingly. This means that our approach should be to develop a

foundation and a structure as we go, and initially to measure progress

by the rate of advancement rather than by the usefulness of final results.

A properly integrated optimum program of research and experiment might

easily grow for a period of five years before beginning to yield noteworthy

results, and might well take one or two decades before our knowledge of

industrial and economic behavior begins to take on an appearance of rigor

and reliability.

D. Mathematical Equation System

The following comments on the equations used herein indicate only a

present status which is changing daily. We must not be narrowly restricted

to any one method of formulating the systems under study. Too often in the

management sciences, we see a solution looking for a problem. Instead, we

LI should first identify the most urgent corporate and economic ailments; then

develop the methods that can cope with cause and correction. The equationL
forms here presented do not provide for all circumstances that will arise.

It will be necessary to expand them from time to time. For example1 in what

follows, we do not show any way to incorporate knowledge of discrete past

events. Such would be needed in bringing forward annual sales curves from

past years or in segregating existing capital equipment by age and productivity

so that the profile of existing plant capacity is available in making certain

decisions in an economic model.

Li
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1. General

The following sections describe a set of difference equations which can
5

be evaluated one at a time without requiring simultaneous solution.

They are to be solved at time intervals that are short compared to the

shortest delay intervals which are part of the system description. The

equations relate primarily to two classes of variables -- "levels" and

"rates". Levels are calculated at the end of time intervals and are gener-

ated by rates of flow which are considered constant over the time interval.

Decisions are calculated at the beginning of each time interval and are

used to determine the rates which will exist over the succeeding interval.

It is generally trus, but is not necessary, that information and

decision making will be represented as a continuous process in the sense

that new information, and new decisions, are calculated in each time period.

Information, including decisions, is therefore thought of as a continuously

flowing quantity. This does not exclude discontinuous decision such as an

authorization of a new factory, since this authorization occurs after a

sufficient build-up of in-flowing information to justify the decision.

2. Classes of Equations

We will use here four classes of equations which will segregate types of

variables and determine the sequence in the computing process in which the

equations must be evaluated. In future work it is probable that other

classes of equations will be included to cover situations not herein provided.

5. Some of the steps in evolving the present system of equations are
documented in the memos of the SIM Industrial Dynamics Group, particularly
D -2 of Sept. 25, 1957 by Jay W. Forrester on "Ordering Decision Criteria
to Use in Production-Inventory Model 4" and also in memo D-9 of December 34

1957 by Richard K. Bennett on "Model 4 Equations for the IBM 704 Computer
Program.
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Levels Constant rates Levels at Rates in the
at time J, over interval, time K, to be forthcoming perio
already known JK, already known calculated . KL

Auxiliary variable

Ilcalculated afterILevels
DT I DT time

J K L

FIG. 2 CALCULATIONS AT TIME K

The continuous flow of time is broken up into discrete intervals,

each of length, DT. See Figure 2. The discrete points in time

separating these intervals are given the designation J, K, L. The

equations are solved at these discrete times and are written in terms

of the generalized time step, K. In other words, we assume that the

progress of the solution has just reached time, K, but that the equations

have not yet been solved for levels at time, K, nor for rates over the

interval, KL. The equations therefore show how to obtain levels at time,

K, and rates for the interval, KL, based on levels at time, J, and

rates over the intervalY JK.
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a. Levels

We define here a class of variables which we call "levels". Leve3s

are the contents of the reservoirs discussed earlier. In general, they

are measurable pools of moneys, information, "sterials or meanpower. *For

example, they include unfilled orderse inventories. in.transit goods,

bank balances, etc. We calculate levels only at the discrete times

which separate the solution intervals* Levels in the system are con-

nected by rates of flow which are considered constant over the solution

interval. Therefore, levels are presumed to change linearly between

solution times. Levels chadzd ontinuously in that the end points which

are calculated are implicitly connected by-dipping straight lines. No

use is made of intermediate values of levels between the solution times,

Js Ks Lo -As one arrives at the time, K, the first task is to calculate

the ew, values of levels at times K. These equations for levels are

independent of each other, and the order of solution is immaterial.

This is true because theydepend only on values of levels at time, J,

and rates of flow over the interval, JK, all of which are available.

b. Auxiliar Equations

After evaluating all "levels" at time, K, we will then come to a

group of equations which we will call "auxiliary equations". These are

equations which may depend on rates in the interval, JK, and the values of

levels at time, K. Here, in contrast to the equations for levels, the

evaluation of some Varikbles in the auxiliary equation group asy depend on

other variatleA to tht asameroup. This tagoses a'restrictiod on the

order in which the auxiliary equations can be sabved. y definttion of

this class of equation, there must always be an order in which the equations
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can be solved so that the necessary variables are available from preceding

equations in the class. This means that no equations in the auxiliary

class need to be solved as simultaneous equations. Should such be found

necessary, it indicates an error in the formulation of the system. This

means that all of the equations in the auxiliary class can be systematically

substituted into each other and into the rate equations in the next class

so that all of the auxiliary equations can be eliminated. Doing this would

make the equations in the rate class dependent only on earlier rates and

on the "levels" already calculated. The auxiliary equations exist for

convenience because it will be desirable to calculate certain variables

which are to be used in several different places. Also, many of the auxil-

iary equations will exist because they reflect the physical nature of the

system and are built around variables which we wish to define and calculate

and whose meaning would be lost or submerged if these equations were consoli-

dated by substitution. The auxiliary equations must therefore be evaluated

in a certain order after the equations for levels have been evaluated and

before the equations for rates are evaluated.

c. Rates and Decisions

We now come to the "rates of flow" into and out of the "levels"

discussed above. These rates are controlled by the decisions in the system.

These decisions may be either the overt or the im lit eii i

discussed earlier. These equations, being decision equations, are hogh

as controlling what is to happen next in the system. Therefore, we think of

them as being calculated at time, K, and determining the rates of flow in the

next interval of time, KL. Each of these decisions controlling a rate of

forthcoming action is based on certain information about the past and present

which is available at the d ecis4 on -ooint, It is nhileh1 bar'r 5mnone4b

LI
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for these decisiods to be dependent on each other. One decision made in

the economic system cannot be based on any other decision made at the same

instant of timeat some other place. These equations determining rates are

therefore entirely independent of each other and can be evaluated in any

order. These equations will, in general, involve levels and acuiliay r
variables evaluated at time, K, and rates which existed over the preceding

interval, K. The rates which are calculated are considered to be constant

over the succeeding interval, KL.

d. Parasitic Equations

We have left, a group of equations which are not directly involved in

the dynamic behavior of the system. We will call them "parasitic equations".

They may be summations of other variables or calculations for output and

recording purposes. They are not part of the generation of rates and levels

within the dynamic system itself. These equations can be evaluated indepen-

dently of each other and presumably at any time consistent with their purpose.

3. Time Progression

After all variables have been evaluated, the computing procedure is to

prepare for the next time step by indexing all time indicators so that the

levels and auxiliary variables at time., K, become the ones designated with

time notation, J. Likewise, the rates, KL, just calculated, become the

rates 3K when the next cycle of computation begins. -

4. Notation for Equations

the symbols used for these equations will be selected to-have as much

mnemonic significance as possible, and also to allow direct printing on

conventional computing machinery. Thus, the symbols will not need transla-

tion in going to and from computing machine punches and printers.

We are therefore restricted to the use of groups of capital letters,

I
1I
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1-29-[1English alphabet, and no subscripts or superscripts. The necessary size of a

letter group used to represent a term in an equation will be determined by

[1 the complexity of the system being-explored. We will use.9in this article,

three capital letters to represent a constant or a variable.* The first two

[ 1
I letters will represent the nature of the term and the last letter the sector of

the system in wbhich it applies.

I. In larger systems than illustrated here a code group of 4,5 or even 6

[I letters may be found desirable for representing terms in equations. In

systems of hundreds of variables, a dictionary will clearly be necessary as

1 a reference guide to the meaning of the code groups.* This is probably an

[1 unavoidable inconvenience.

~ I a.* Variables

L 1Variable s will be represented by three-letter groups. Any combinations

can be used for variables other than variable time delays, except those

[I beginning with A, D. and F. For example, RRR represents-~Requisitions (orders)

[I Received at the Retail sector.

b. Constants

[I Three letter groups--beginning with A will be used for-parameters vhich

I are constants until reassigned-different numerical values. For examplej, AIR

El

j is the Inventory constant at Retail.

jJ~ c. Delays

I Time "constants" of delays, whether constant or variable will be designated

LI by letter groups starting with D. If thae delay-is a time variable, it will

Icarry a time notation as do other variables. For example., DCR is the delay in

L11 Clerical data processing at Retail. DUD.JT is the variable delay in processing

[1 Unfilled orders at the Distributor, evaluated at time, J.

I
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d. Functions

The letter, F, used as the initial letter in a group indicates a desig-

nated function of the quantities that follow in parentheses. Figures and

letters grouped with the F indicate the nature of the functional relationship.

For example, FDI.KL (DCR, PcB.IK) indicates the output rete during interval

KL from a first-order (1) Delay iunction involving the constant, DCR, and the

variable level, PCR, at time, K.

e. Time Notation

A letter- group-representing a variable will be followed by a period

to separate the designation of the variable from the time notation. The

time notation will indicate whether the letter group is a rate variablesA

level or auxiliary variable, or a constant.

As an example of our notation for a rate of flow, RRR.JK represents the

rate at which Requisitions were Received 9t Retail during the time interval.9JK.

The double time notation indicates the time interval over which the rate of

flow exists.

Levels and Auxiliary Variables will carry a single time notation letter

indicating the instant of time for- which they have been avaluated. For

example, UOR.J indicates Unfilled Orders at Retail at the Inst.ant of time, J.

Likewise, Inventory Desired at Retail at time K, would be written, IDR.K.

Constants are evident by the absence of a time notation.

The time increment between-evaluation of the difference equations,

normally thought of as "delta t", will be represented by the double symbolDT.

5. Examples of Equations

Some examples of the previously described equations and notations may

be helpful. The following equation tells us how to calculate the level of
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Unfilled Orders at Retail at time K :

UOR.K - U0R.J+ DT (RRR.JK - SSR.JK) (lL)

This equation tells us that the unfilled orders at retail at time, K, are

equal to the unfilled orders at retail at the previous time, J. plus the

inflow minus the outflow. The incoming Requisitions Received at Retail in the

time interval, JK, is shown by the notation, R.JK, multiplied by the solution

time interval, DT. The orders filled are given by the rate of Sales Shipped

from Retail during the tide period, 3K, abltiplied by DT. These rates are

in terms of quantity per anit of time (for example, units ordered pwe week).

In general, rates will be measured in some customary unit of time. This may

be in the units of flow per day, week, month, quarter, or year. Flow will

not be measured in terms of the solution time interval, DT, because we may

wish to change DT without re-evaluating all the constants in the system.

By putting the solution interval, DT, in explicitly, it can be changed from

time to time without affecting the validity of the equations. The equation

number on the righthand margin shows that this is equation number 1 and the

suffix, L, shows that it belongs to the class of equations defining "levels".

Equations determining levels will involve terms in vhich rates are multi-

I plied by the solution interval, DT. They are equations which would contain

integrals if the formulation were in differential rather than difference

equations. The dimensions of the variable cannot be taken to distinguish

"levels" from rates. For example, RSR.K is the Requisitions Smoothed at

Retail and gives the averaged level of retail requisitions. It is measured

in "orders per week" but is a "level" not a "rate". IT is the average level

of business activity and is not a rate which flows into or out of any

reservoir in the system. It is given by the following equation involving the

I
1

LI

':0
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solution interval, DT :

RSR.K - RSR.J + (ASR) (DT) (RRR.JK RSR.J) (2L)

An example of an auxiliary equation follows:

IDR.K =(AIR) (RSR.K) (3A)

Equation 3A is seen to be an auxiliary equation because it defines

Inventory Desired at Retail at time K, in terms-of variables also defined at

time, K. This means that equation 3A can only be evaluated after the

equation which evaluates RSRK. t"Desired" invehtory, IDR, is measured in

units of inventory, just as an actual inventory which would be defined as a

"level". Inventory desired at retail is, however, ronlya concept or piece of

information used in reaching a decision. It meets the test of systematic sub-

stitution because equation 3A could be substituted into the decision equation

(4R), this eliminating equation 3A. The auxiliary equation is kept separate

only for convenience in maintaining simple equation forms, or because the

variables they express have some special meaning to us, or because the variable

which is evaluated is used in several places in other equations and we can

avoid evaluating it more than once, in the omputation.

By taking care to classify as such all equations which define auxillary

variables, we avoid unintentional propagation delays through the system

created by the particular equation structure we choose. Subdividing equations

for convenience does not then introduce unintended delays. All intended delays

in the transmission of information, materials, money and manpower should be

represented by explicit terms in the equations.

The following equation is one defining a rate in the forthcoming time

period, KL, in terms of quantities which are known at time, K. It is equation

number 4 in our system and belongs to the class of equations defining rates

as designated by "R".
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The rate during period, XL., is here defined in terms of information

existing at time, K.

6. Flow Diagram Symbols

I find that a flow diagram is invaluable in describing the system for

which equations are being written. It seems best to develop the diagram

and the equations iultaneously. Doing so helps prevent errors and aids

in visualizing the relationships that are being expressed mathematically.

A flow diagram requires a set of symbols to display the various functions

being performed. I have chosen not to represent the detailed mathematical

relationships but rather to show the organizationsl structure of the system

and to show the sources of all information used at the decision points.

To do this we need different kinds of lines to separate the flows of

information and materials. In more advanced diagrama one would also need

to distinguish the flows of money, manpower, and capital equipment.

Figure 3 illustrates the flow diagram symbols used in this article.

At Fig. 3a is shown the solid line used for material flow and the dotted

line used for information flow. Beside each line is shown the symbol

representing the quantity whose path is illustrated.

At Fig. 3b is shown the rectangle used for s reservoir or accumulation.

It here represents unfilled orders with requisitions flowing in at one

rate and filled orders being removed at a different rate. The symbol, UOR,

representing the quantity stored in the box is indicated as1well as the

equation number used for its evaluation.

11
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SSR 
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AIR
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FIG. 3 FLOW DIAGRAM SYMBOLS
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At Fig. 3c is shown a circle used to represent the position of a auxiliary

variable and auxiliary equation in the system. The variable, fl)R, is here

calculated according to the relationship shown in equation 3a. The small

on the periphery of the large circle with the dotted line leading away showl Ca

information take-off. The outflowing arrow shows the destination of rnrmatic

about IDR. Unlike an outflowing vate carryin a min"us P n an no

as shown in Fig. 3b, the outflowgiom n no e n eqant

the circle. Information about a quantity in a rectangular box or about a rate

of flow can be indicated by a similar information takew.off symbol.

At Fig. 3d we see the indication of a decision controlling a rate of flow.

The small double triangle indicates a valve which determines the flow rate based

on the incoming decision. The decision is made at the arrow box where informa-

tion channels are combined according to the equation indicated.

I At times we vi1,l have need to indicate a source or destination outside the

system being represented. The irregular outline in Fig. 3e is used to indicate

a source of materials whose supply characteristics are not being considered or

a destination of goods sold outside of the system. It is also convenient as

indicating the source and discard of pieces of information suchas purchase orders

since this will often help us to maintain the correct units of measure in the

system.

At Fig. 3f we have a symbol showing the input of the constant, DCR, which

is underlined with an information take-off. Also shown is a value of a variable
which is not generated within the flow diagram on this sheet. It is enclosed W

in parenthesis along with an indication of the equation number which evaluates it.

Presumably the flow diagram for this equation appears on a different sheet

depicting another part of the system.
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At Fig. 3g is a typical combination of the symbols already used,

showing the information inputs which are used for controlling the outflow

rate of goods, SSR, from the inventory, IAR. We also see an information

take-off from the rate, SSRA which goes to variable XXX in Equation YL in

another diagrant.

Abbreviated symbols for a delay function are given later in Section

C.8.e.

7. Redundancy of Equation Type and.TimeNotation

It will be noted that, in the preceding equations, the time notation

and the equation type notation are.largely redundant .. Equalionsefor

levels carry the type notation, L, and in the left hand term carry the time

notation, K, and, on the right, the time notation, K, on each side. Rate

equations of type, Rs contain time symbols, EL, on the left and time nota- L
tions, K and JK, on the right.'

Experience has shown that confusion is readily possible in defining

equation types and handling the time notation. Therefore, in this paper,

both will be used. It is probable that in actually solving these equations

on a computer, one may choose to drop one or the other'of the notations.

8. Representation of Delas

Preceding sections have already stressed the importance of properly

representing the times required to accomplish various real4votld actions

when we formulate a model of system dynamic behavior. We will interpose

here this section on the handling of delays so that the methods can be used

later without further discussion.

In formulating an equation to express a time-delay relationship, we are

usually concerned with an aggregate ofa large number of individual actions

which form the input to the delay function and where we are interested in

the shape of the output response. As a situation for discussing delay

I
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char4teristics, let us consider the delay in shipping goods from a factory

to distributors. The circumstances are best visualized if we think of

shipping a large number of orders simultaneously, by many different methoc

of transportatiobi, to a number of different distributors located in various

-places. We have, therefore, an "impulse" imput where- budden)y a large

number of items are inserted into the system at one moment and we wisht

tonsider their rate of arrival at their destinatio,

rTwo characte-ristis of n lyre of immediate ru

is the length of 1 T v d, othri h

functional relationship giving the time shape of the output response. For

our example, we clearly could observe average delay fairly readily and would

expect it to be a number of days depending on the types of transportation

and disbance involved. Determining the proper shape of the output rate-of-

arrival curve will require a more thoughtful examination.

a. Qualitative Shapes of Delay Function

We must take care in selecting the functional form (time shape of

the output) of the delay to be used. The functional form of the delay can

have a major effect on the qualitative behavior of our model as we will see.

Having the wrong form of delay may affect the model results more than errors

as large as a factor of two or more in the length of the delay interval

which is assumed.
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r Figures 4, 5, 6, and 7 show several of mapy possible forms c'

delay functions. Figure 4 shows the discrete or "pipeline" delay in

which nothing happens at the output until after the elapsed delay, D,
when we find an exact reproduction of the input. Figure 4a shows an

o
impulse input to the delay with the resulting impulse output appearing a I

time, D. Figure 4b shows the response to a step input. The input rses

suddenly from zero to its final value and the output does likewise a

D days later. This is clearly not a realistic representaote of,our

shipping delay since it implies that all shipments are delivered at al"

points in the country at exactly the same number of days after they are

sent. This type of delay has often been used in economic models but is

probably not representative of any economic function.

Figure 5 shows a first order exponential delay. In Figure 5a

we see that the maximum rate of output occurs immediately after an

impulse input, and the output rate declinds eponeitially therdafter,. In

response to a step change in input rate as in Figure 5b, the output

rises exponentially toward the new input rate. This, likewise, is not

representative of our shipping delay since Figure 5a shows that the

maximum rate of arrival at the destination occurs at the instant the

multiplicity of shipments is made. Clearly the maximum rate of arrival

does not occur at the moment of shipment.

Figure 6 is the output response of a second order exponential

delay. The second-order delay is the equivalent of two first-order delays

cascaded one after the other so that the output of the first is the input

to the second. We see in Figure 6a that the initial output rate in re-

sponse to an impulse input is zero, and that the output curve has it

maximum slope at the origin. This is also qualitatively unacceptab'
a shipping delay because we would not expect the rate of shipment

arrivals to start rising rapidly at the moment that shipments leave

L factory.
In Figure 7 is a third-order, exponential delay. This shape

output response is the first of the sequence that satisfies the more

obvious characteristies of the actual shipping process. In Figure 7

I 1-the o-tvwr rnns +r, n inrn~1inrl i., it 11v~r~ 1r
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initial slope of the output curve is sero. The curve begins to rise

slowly, reaches a maximum slope, and then a peak value, aid'falls off.

In Figure 7b is the way the output rises following a step change in the

input rate.

If one wished to further refine the response shape of the delay

time-function, he'would now be forced to make a careful examination of

the behavior of the system being represented and to measure actual

characteristics.

Once we have a functional form that exhibits a qualitative

shape that matches our empirical knowledge of the facts, we will usually

find neither the necessity nor adequate data to refine the function

further. This is a specific example of the general comments in section

C.7 above on "Limits of Functional Relationships". So long as a

functional relationship violates knowledge that is available to us, we

should strive for greater realism. Once the known asymptotes, intercepts,

and directions of curvature are satisfied for the transient as well as

the steady-state behavior, it is probably time to proceed with other

parts of the model until such time as we can make an actual quantitative

determination of how sensitive the model is to the various assumptions.

A different physical circumstance, for example the consumer

buying rate response to a single advertiseaent placed in a daily news-

paper by a department store, might lead one to select a different shape

of delay response. Here, one might feel that the first-order exponential

delay was more representative of the output than one of the other forms

shown, on the basis that the buying response is greatest immediately and

falls off with time. Likewise, one may occasionally, as in representing

the lead time delay in establishing a revised factory manufacturing rate,

want to have a more pronounced initial delay than is given by the third-

order exponential. Cascading exponential delays increases the initial

delay and steepens the slope of the rising part of the curve. The limit-

ing case of an infinite order exponential delay is thq discrete or

pipeline delay shown in Figure 4.

There is no necessity to restrict ourselves to the exponential

functions for representing delays. For the present, the ones shown are

convenient and give adequate scope to satisfy our limited knowledge of

the behaviors being described. It is entirely likely that more
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investigation of this subject will divulge simpler formulations for
equally satisfactory results, or formulations which will permit larger
steps in the solution interval.

b. Quantative DelayF Fntions
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Figure 8 shows the accurate output response of, first, second,
third, sixth, and infinite order exponential delays when an "impulse"

is the input (that is, a quantity is put in a~t zero tiide, nothing in

thereafter, and we observe the output). Along the time axis, time is

indicated in terms of the total average delay, D. The delay is defined in

such a way that in a steady atAAflo rate multiplied by the delay. In

other words, all of the curves are normalized in such a way that for a

delay of, D, and a uniform flow through the delay of R items per unit of

time, the number of items in-transit in the delay is equal to (R)(D).

Mathematically speaking, an nth-order delay is equivalent to n

cascaded single order delays, with each single-order delay having a time

constant of D/n. Each first-order delay has the same rate and con-

sequently the same number of units stored in it. Thus the total number

of units is n times the number stored in any one of the delays.

The vertical scale shows the output ral in terms of units of

I/D where I is the impulse quantity inserted initially and D is the

delay. I/D has the proper dimensions of units/time.

Figure 9 shows the output from first, second, third, sixth and

infinite order delays when a step function of input rate occurs. A

sudden input flow rate is impressed at zero time and the resulting

output rates are plotted.

The vertical scale shows the ratio, at any instant, of the

output rate to the suddenly applied input rate.

6As presented earlier by Jack Pugh, "Nth Order Delays", Dec. 2, 1957,
SIM Industrial Dynamics Memo D-7.
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PDR PCR PMR
Eq. 27L

FD1
Eq.28R

DCR

a. Detailed

PDR PCR D PMR
2 7L,,DC R

28R

b. Simplified Constant Delay

(- DCR- Eq. 99A)

PDR PCR D1 PMR
27L 28R

c. Simplified Variable Delay

FIG.10 DELAY FLOW DIAGRAM AND SYMBOLS

c* Delay Equations a Flow Diagrm Symbols.

Figure 10 shows flow diagrams representing a delay. In

Figure 10a the incoming flow rate is shown as PDR. The box is the

reservoir holding the quantity (level), PCR, in-transit in the delay.

The outgoing rate, PMR, is controlled by the value which responds to

the implicit decision function, FDI, representing a first-order

exponential delay. The average delay constant is DCR.

Because the delay functions will be so common, it is

worth while to use an abbreviated notation in flow diagrams.

Figure 10b shows such for a constant delay, DCR, which is written in

the second section of the box along with D1, indicating the kind of

delay, and 28R which is the equation number defining the outgoing

rate. In the first section is the symbol, PCR, for the level of

items in the reservoir and the equation number, 27L, defining PCR.

Figure 10c is similar except that the variable delay time is supplied

from the outside.
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The equations which would represent the first-order delay are:

I 1
PCR.K = PCR.J + DT(PDA.JK - PMR.JK) (5L)

PJR.KL = FD1(PCR.K, DCR) = DCII (6R)

L I
Equation 5L states that the quantity now, at time K, in the

delay equals the quantity at time, J, plus what was inserted during the

interval, DT, minus what was removed. Equation 6R states that the

1 outflow rate, PMR, in the forthcoming time period, KL, is a first-order

delay function, FD1, of the quantity in the delay, PR, and the nominal

delay, DCR. The time delay, DCR, is here shown as a constant but could

be a variable and, if so, it would carry a time notation. Equation 6R

also gives the explicit form of the function, FD1. Since the explicit

L I form, PCR.K/DCR, for the first-order delay is shorter to write than 
the

functional notation, we will often write it directly, not using the FDl

form. In a similar way, a second-order would be represented as

in Figure 10 with the kind of delay shown as FD2. The equations for

the second-order delay can be written as follows:

PCR.K = PCR.J + DT(PDR.JK - PMR.JK) (7L)

PMR.KL = P)R.JK + 4() [ EQL.- PIR.JK ] (8R)[11DCII DCII

= FD2(PO T K, DCR

The equations for two cascaded single-order delays have been

combined in such a way that PCR still represents the total in-transit

quantity stored in the delay; it is not split between two quantities

representing the two delays. The second stored quantity which is needed

for the second order delay is supplied through the use of the previous

output rate, PNR.JK. In general,, an nth-order delay will require storin o

n quantities from one time step to the next

IT
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The functional notation for a third-order delay is FD3. Evaluating

the third-order delay is still more complicated and involves an inter-

mediate new variable for each third-order delay as follows:

PCR.K = PCR.J + DT(PDR.JK - PMR.JK) (9L)

PNR.KL = FD3(PCR.K, DCR) = PMR.JK + 9 1- PNR.JK) (10R)
DCR DCR

xxx.K = xxx.J + DT I - PR.JK]
DOR

(11L)

(There are many ways in which the equations for the third-order

delay might be written, especially with regard to the extra variable which

is required. The form chosen here makes the extra equation of a form that

fits the pattern already established for other equations in the model).

9. Solution TimInteryal

To properly generate the time-phase relationships described by the

equations, it is important that the solution interval, DT, be chosen

sufficiently short. On the other hand, it should be as long as permissible,

to conserve computation time.

Figure 11 shows the output of a first-order delay to illustrate how

its generation depends on the solution interval, DT. For small values

of DT we see that the exponential curves are closely traced. When DT is

equal to the value of the delay, D, we see that the representation acts

much like a pipeline delay; the impulse input is emptied completely during

the interval DT, and the step input is delayed and reproduced exactly at

the end of time, D, which equals the solution interval. For values of

solution interval greater than the delay, the output becomes oscillatory

because, at the end of the first interval, more is transferred out of the

delay than exists in it, leaving a negative value which calls for a return

flow in the second solution interval. This, of course, is physically

impossible for the kinds of systems we propose to represent and must be

avoided. Beyond a solution interval equal to twice the delay, the output

oscillation increases with time, because in each time interval the sign of

the quantity in the delay reverses and its absolute magnitude increases

exponentially.
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EI
Similarly, Figure 12 shows the third-order delay discussed in the

preceding section when it is generated by calculations using various

values of the time interval, DT. Only at values of DT less than about

1/6 of the delay interval do we get a qualitatively correct representation

of the delay. By qualitatively correct, we mean only that, in response

to an impulse input, the output and output slope are both initially zero,
the curve rises to a peak and falls off without intermediate reversals.

Above a solution interval of 1/3 of the time delay, the output of the

delay becomes oscillatory. Above a solution interval of 2/3 of the

delay, the output oscillates with increasing amplitude.

In the third-order delay the critical relationship is between
the solution interval, DT, and one-third of the total delay. One-third

of the delay is the critical time since the third-order delay is mathe-

matically equivalent to three first-order delays, each of which is

characterized by one-third of the total delay. The third-order delay

gives a satisfactory representation only if the cascaded first-order delays

are also satisfactory.

In general, we can estimate that a solution interval about one-

half of any first-order delay and less than one-sixth of any third-order
delay in the system must be used for a proper representation of time

relationships between variables in the model.

In a later section, we will in a similar way see the effect of
varying DT on the solutions obtained from a complete system. The
solution intervals will be much shorter than customarily found in the

literature of economic models. We may be using solution intervals as

short as a fraction of a day for many industrial company studies and

solution intervals of about a week for many studies of the national

economy. The criteria for determining solution interval are the delays

explicitly introduced into the system representation. The selection of a

solution interval is entirely unrelated to the frequency used in the real-

world for collection of performance and statistical data. Just as the
real-world operates on a continuous flow of information, so must our
model, and when we wish to check our model against real-world operation,
we can do so at those intervals when data become available.

I
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10. Exogenous Variables

The practice of formulating a model to operate partly on internally

generated variables and partly on variables supplied from measurements of

the outside world tas has been practiced in some of- the economic models

found in the literature) is apt to lead to very misleading results. The

model depending on these outside, or exogenous, variables is vulnerable to

two hazards. If a high dependence is placed on exogenous variables,

there may be enough of these so that they determine the outcome of the

model behavior and thereby make the rest of the model formulation mean-

ingless. On the other hand, if the oxogenous variables are not intro-

duced strongly enough to control model behavior, they may very well

destroy what would otherwise be qualitatively correct behavior of the

model. If the model and the real world are behaving approximately the

same except for a slightly different time scale, the introduction of

variables from the outside world will appear in the model in the wrong

time phase and can easily lead to grossly different qualitative results

than would otherwise be obtained. These different qualitative results

can be totally unlike the results from either the real world or the

results which the model would give if the exogenous variables were inter-

nally generated through some approximate decision criteria.

Exogenous variables in our work here will be restricted to those

whose effect we wish to measure on the system. In other words, they will

represent the independent inputs, the influences of which we wish to

observe in the system's behavior. They are not introduced to contribute

to the reality of the system operation but to provide controlled dis-

turbances whose effect we can observe. We will, therefore, study the

effect of different time sequences in these exogenous variables just as

we will study the effect of different internal decision criteria, model

structures and coefficient values.

11. Aggregation o Variables

It is clear that a model of an industrial company or an economic

system cannot possibly represent every individual decision and trans-

action taking place in the system. We are therefore forced to aggregate

many of these transactions into conmon categories. How this is to be

-49-
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done is of the greatest importance but must still based on intuitive

judgments since we have not yet succeeded in formulating explicit

principles which will determine the level of detail which one must deal

with in a dynamic model. At the present time, we can only make some

general comments which may need to be changed or elaborated in the

future.

a. Preserv ACtual Decision Criteria.

The actual decision-making level of the system seems to be the [
key for guiding our model formulation. It appears that we can usually

aggregate together all similar kinds of decisions but should not

aggregate up to the point where it becomes impossible to discuss an

aggregate flow in terms of its relationship to individual decisions. In

other words, we can aggregate into a single stream all purchases of a I
given class but in this stream we should represent the sequence of actions

which will be encountered by any individual order as it traverses the L
system. At each point in the system where an important decision is made,

we should have available those variables on which we presume the

decision is actually based. Therefore, we are speaking of a kind of
model which takes explicit recognition of the psychological and social L
as well as economic forces which we believe determine decisions. This

means that a model of the national economy and a model of industrial L
company behavior have much in common. We can aggregate companies into

industries, and perhaps industries together on the basis of similar [
dynamic characteristics, but, in the composite aggregate, will still

retain the mechanisms for making production, investment, sales promotion,

dividend, and inventory decisions.

b. Preserve Non-Linear Limitations

If the actual decision criteria are properly represented, we will

be preserving the essential non-linear characteristics of the system.

For example, we will not produce goods in the model in excess of our
plant productive capacity; we will not employ more labor than exists; we

will not sell goods which we do not have. I believe it is not possible

to preserve in a model the important behavior patterns unless aggregation

Li
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El
I is stopped before we eliminate the non-linear decision-making relation-

ships. It is my feeling therefore that most aggregate models of economic

behavior which have been explored in the past can have no real significance

IE-i*or meaning. By their very nature they exclude the characteristics of the

system which determine its behavior.

c. AgEgrate Similar Actions (

Very often we can aggregate together a large class of similar

decisions and actions, depending on the purpose of our study. Each

model is presumably formulated for a particular purpose; otherwise, we

will have no basis for making decisions on what to include. For many

purposes in the study of an industrial company we can aggregate together

all items in a particular product line, or, perhaps very often, all sales

LI even in diverse product lines. Here, for the time being, we must be

guided by experience and by judgment as to what is pertinent to the

answers which we seek.

E d. Aggregate _Z Similar Time Constants

Very often we can aggregate apparently dissimilar items because

they are controlled by similar decision criteria and have similar behavior

time constants. For example, in a model of the economic system we might

expect for many purposes to aggregate together all items of food; and into

another category soft goods, such as clothing; into another, hard goods

including appliances and automobiles; and into another, housing. These

major categories would, for most purposes, need to be kept separate

from each other because they represent major dynamic differences as to

the motivation for purchase, the deferrability of purchase, and the life

of the inventory of the item held by the consumer. Likewise, we might

aggregate together machine tools and industrial factory construction on

the basis that changes in these occur together with approximately the

same timing and on the basis of similar decisions. o

e. Using Discrete Events to Formulate Agereeate Flow.

Even though we speak of aggregating large groups of individual

physical items and decisions together, the aggregate must, nevertheless,

traverse a channel which is descriptive of the channel traversed by the

individual item. As an analogy, if we were developing a model of a

7L I
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city water works, we would include individual reservoirs, pumping stations,

major distribution lines, and groups of water consumers segregated by type

and by geographical location. We would derive a diagram which properly

represents the circumstances encountered by an individual drop of water as

it passes from wells, to reservoir, through piping, through pumps, and

through various impediments to water flow until it is used. We would make

no effort to identify the particular drop or molecule of water but we

would have a flow diagram which properly represents the circumstances

that a particular drop of water would encounter.

Even though we intend to aggregate many similar types of decisions,

we must nevertheless formulate our system representation by examining the

circumstances leading to a particular decision and its execution.

f. Effect of AereLatio

We can probably expect that the effect of aggregating more and more

items together will be to smooth out and average a variety of slightly

different reaction times. For example, one company might conceivably

take exactly two weeks for processing a certain kind of information and

reaching a decision. Apother company might take, likewise, a fixed

amount of time but an amount which is different from the first. The

averaging of these effects will tend to smooth out the response curve andI

convert discrete "pipeline" delays into something more like the third-

order exponential delay discussed earlier. For the time being, this

qualitative effect should be kept in mind. In the future, it can be

explored more fully in its own right by a simulation study that combines

discrete events for the purpose of getting curves of typical aggregate

behavior.

12. CoLments

a. Difference versus Differential Equations

It would be possible to construct the equations as a system of

differential equations rather than difference equations. It is my

present feeling that this would lead to a system less understandable by

the average management and economics student who will need to work with

them. Furthermore, since the equations will be solved on a digital



computer, which requires that differential equations be approximated by

difference equations, we hereby avoid the necessity for translation and

the necessity for having two systems of equations, one written by the

formulator of the original situation and another as the interpretation of
0

these by the digital computer programer.

b* Flirsversus iahat Order Integration(D

It will be noted that we have a system of difference equations

employing first-order integration f6r coupling the equations for rates to

those for levels. First-order integration instead of a higher order

integration of the equations might be questioned. The relative merits are

as yet unresolyed. It is not clear that higher order integration will

give more useful results and it will complicate the formulation of the

equations. The relationship between the shorter of the time delays

characterising the system and the solution interval will often be such

L7 that only a few solutions will be obtained during the interval of these

delays. This raises the possibility that the usual considerations

regarding highly precise solution of difference equations may not apply.
Our objective is to obtain the proper qualitative behavior of the system

and approximately correct quantitative results. Errors of a few per cent

in getting solutions to the particular equations are not important be-

cause the equations themselves will seldom be that close to representing

the real world we are studying. Unlike certain mathematical procedures

involving simultaneous equations, we would not expect problems of mathe-

matical instability (as distinguished from real instability which may be

a characteristic of the system under study) to arise, so long as the pre-

cautions, discussed earlier are observed in the selection of the solution
Ca

interval.

c. TranIarenor .he AhMarket

In the system of equations described, decisions are made based 0

only on that information that is presuabed to be actually available at

the decision-making point. This means, for example, that the ordinary

"accounting equations" found in many economic models will not appear in

L this kind of equation system. It is clear that a consumer deciding to

LI
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buy a product does not first determine whether gross national product

will continue to equal consumption plus savings.

Instead his decision will here be based on availability of the

product, price, his own financial position, and other information which

is, in fact, available to him. We therefore derive a set of equations

which do not presume "market transparency", or the existence at decision-

making points of information which would not normally be available.

Part II

Part II will appear as a separate memo to show the application

of these general principles to the example outlined above in Section B.
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Idestrial ee Staff

The folloing vere under the supervision of Proesor Jay V.
Forrester:

Rits, Navia *Digital Cmptrs ea Simulators of
Dyniio Industrial Probln"

Hadlay, George, "Toards a Dynsmieo *1 of the National

ats, Aehm, "Aa Operations Analysis of an Electronic
yste nFirs

eawv, Howard, "The Dyeamies of Produation ad DistribuW
titoUn the Raoen aM Aeetate Seetor f the tatile
Intastry"

The following was under the supervision of Professor Joseph V.
Yease:

NftJya, Kakichiro, "Capacity Expansion in the Electric
Power Industry: A Stuty in Inetuatioc In Capital
Investment Process"
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M A:, (En

Air Force and OSS, from 1943-
M.I.T. Tn 1949, went to Standard M
for three years after which he sv
with the Federal Reserre Bank of
Received a Fulbright award to the
School of Economics o
Central Planning Bu.
stimLulating private
Returned to MIT a n
Fellowship in Industria3 Economircs,.
Graduate Economic Seminary 1954-'55,,
of the American Ecoicmic Associat
Econometric Society. Consu
Management. Publications I
on the Current Status of Na.
Planning in Great Bri
of Gold"; and "



- M.Sc., kElac. Eng.) Mol.T.,

inl1940, developing electric and hydraulic serve
mechanisms for gun mounts and radar; Superviso:.
Whirlwind I digital computer development from 191
191 when he founded the Digital Computer Labora.
at M.I.T. and acted as its Director until 1956,
1941 became a Division Head at Lincoln Laborate
i charge of developing and engineering the Siu
kSemi-Automatic Ground Environment) air defens,
system for the continental United States now bc..
installed for the Air Defense Command. He left
Lincoln Laboratory to join the School in July, 19
Consultant for the DeDartment of Defense, he ho"
patents in servo-mechanisms, digital informatic.
storage, etc. and has published numerous pa-
on digital computers and their applications
Member of the Scientific Advisory Board of
National Security Agency, and of the ed.

NNW-~~ %



(Mrs. GeorLgeG.

Reerch Asocite

Born: March 13, 191

B.A., Wellesley, 19
B.S. (E.E.) Univ. of oio
M.S. (E.E.) M.I.T., 1949
Ph.D. (Mathematics) M.T T

a Differential Analyser for the General Electric Compa
for two years; while working toward M.I.T. degrees se,
as Research Assistant in Digital Computer Laborate
later as Fellow in Professor Morse's Committee on
Machine Computation. Went with AEC Computing Centc
Institute of Mathematical Sciences, N.Y. Universit-
using the Univac and 704 computers in the solution
problems in the fields of general numerical analys
fluid mechanics and shock waves, reactor calculati
etc. Publications include: Servomechanisms Labor;
M.I.T. Report R-169, "The Solution of ?oer-Networ
Problems on Large-Scale Digital Computers". June
"Propagation of Shock Waves in the Generalized Roc
Model" (with P.A. Carrus, Felix Haas and Zdenek Ko,
The Astrophysical Journal Vol. 113, No. 3, May, 19
pp. 496-518; "Perturbation Theory of Wave Propagat.
Based on the Method of Characteristics", JoUrnalI
Mathematics and Physica, Vol. 34, No. 3, October,
pp. 133-151; "On the Numerical Solution of the Equ
for Spherical Waves" (with Anthony Ralston), Journ
of Mathematics and Physics, Vol 36, No. 4, Januar
1958, pp. 313-328, Dr. Foen be assocs

Ill-



Martin Greenberger

Assistant Professor of
Industrial Management

Born: November 30, 1931

A.B., Harvard (Summa Cum Laude), 1953
A.M., (Applied Mathematics) Harvard, 1956
Ph.D., (Applicd Mathematics) Harvard, 1958

First appointed: 1958

Joined the M.I.T. Faculty after forming and managing
IBM Applied Science Cambridge, a research group associated
with the M.I.T. Computation Center. Formerly at Harvard,
was a teaching fellow in Mathematics and a resident
adviser. Earlier held a National Science Foundation
Fellowship and was on the staff of the Harvard Computation
Laboratory engaged in a data processing study of
accounting systems in the Public Utility Industry.
With the Seeligeon Engineering Committee of San Antonio,
taught statistical analysis and conducted a computer
project to predict oil recovery factors for sandstone
reservoirs. While serving with the Air Force, designed
iterative procedures for solving multiple regression
equations by computer and organized (with others) a
Southwest Section to the Association for Computing
Machinery. Several technical papers: one on equipment
replacement was awarded first place in a national
contest sponsored by the Illinois Institute of Technology.
Doctoral thesis dealt with a simulation of the U.S.
Economys

mi



.M. (Physica) Harvard, 19

hysics at Harvard from 1952-1954; lectured in g
theory occasionally. With the Standard Oil Corpt ,.
f CalifornLa for over a year (as a Research Phyas
e worked on the application of the IBM 701 and
omputers to solve the partial differential equa
.f petroleum reservoir dynamics. He has also hi
ndustrial experience in the chemical and aircro'
ndustries0 Mr, Hadley has written technical -
n theoretical physics$ mechanical engineeri
]seervoir engineering, and linear programmi
ember of Tau Beta Pi, Sigma Xi, and Phi XKppa

he was Texas Company Fellow in Physics at T
here he also received a Harvard Foundatic
'cholarship as well as Carnegie and Wila-
ships at Carnegie "7
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]
1 .S. in .F. Unive-.

] 73 rosearch assistant in Operations Research
waiting line problems for the 3.P.C. co .puter, and as
research assistant at Lincoln Laboratory developing bi
circuits for the transistorised computer, TX-0. '*'rom 19
1957 he served in the Air Force as a lieutenant where he
developed analogue circuitry for a radar system. In 1
he joined the Industrial ynamics group as a research
assistant and assisted in the early work on the natio?,
economy model. Presently he is a research associate
that group and is coding the input portion of DPNYAMO,
onputer routine to, 'o i'- *-
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assistant Pm:

rr OuILy h10, 192

9 , M.I.T,., 19V8
Ph.D., Harvard, 1

,n the Harvard Economic Research Project concern.
with investment models. After receiving his d

Harvard, he served with the U. S. Army where
worked with a civilian operations research

studying the determination of the optimum organ'.
and weapon assignment of rifle squads. Comiz
the School in the Spring of 1957 as a Pesear>
Aisociate. he was anpointecd Assistr

I
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Fey, Willard R.: B.S.(E.E.) and in Business and Engineering
Administration MIT 1957; now studying in the Electrical Engineering
Graduate School for a M.S. in E.E. 1959. He joined the Industrial
Dynamics Group after graduation to work on the Sprague ELectric

Project. At present, he is concerned with the derivation of a
mathematical model of the operations of one Sprague product line.

Howard, David J.: b.S.t(E.E.) McGill University 1957. At present he
is engaged in progranming research for the School of Industrial
Manaement, MIT.

Parker, Theodore: B.S. (E.E.) Duke University 1957; now working toward
S.M. (.E.) MIT 1959. Previous experience includes patent work,
design and construction of transistorised test equipment for a

magnetic core buffer memory, and studies into the maltiho1e magnetic
cores for performing logical operations and possible analogue
applications. Present work is in developing the industrial sector
of a national econmy model.

Reis, Wendyl: B.S. Bus. Eng. Admin. MIT 1956; graduate work at
Columbia University Graduate School of Business; no a candidate
for M.S. Industrial Management, NIT He is presently working
on a case study of the production-distribution operations of the
Sprague Electric Company.

Roberts, Edlward: B.S.(E.E.), MIT 1958; MS(E.E), MIT 1958;
M.S. (Industrial Wgt.) MIT 1959 (in process). He has been a
member of the Cooperative Course in Electrical Engineering
associated with the General Electric Ccepany for three years
where he worked on business systen applications of digital
computers. In the Industrial Dynamics Group Mr. Roberts has
prepared an automatic multi-variable graph plotting program using
the IBM 704 and is now working to formulate a dynamic model of
military research and development activities.

Spiro, Michael: B.S. Carnegie Inst. of Technology 1956; M.A. Yale
University 1958; Ph.D. Econamics MIT--in process. He has worked
in the cost accounting and production department of the Star-
Drill Keystone Company of Beaver alls, Penn., and for the past two
summers he has been with the Datematic Division of Minneapolis
Honeywell as a junior-systems engineer. Presently he is engaged
in the formulation of the consumer-bousehold sector of a macro-
econamic model.

Duren, Grace A.:. B.A. Radcliffe 1957. Mrs. Duren worked for IBM
as technical librarian and 704 prograumer from Sep. 1957 - June 1958,
and she started to work for the Industrial Dynamics Group in

Dr. Phyllis Fox.
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